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ABSTRACT
A theoretical study is made of the visible and UV line radiation of
He I atoms and He II ions from a plane-parallel model flare layer. Codes have
been developed for the solution of the statistically steady state equations
for a 30 level He I - II - III model, and the line and continuum transport
equations. These codes are described and documented in the report along with
sample solutions. Optical depths and some line intensities are presented for
a 1000 km thick layer. Solutions of the steady state equations are presented
for electron temperatures 10 - 5 x 104 OK and electron densities
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HELIUM EMISSION FROM ACTIVE SOLAR REGIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this program has been to develop codes for the
simultaneous calculation of He I and II resonance line and He I D3 line
intensities from model flare regions. These lines were chosen because
of the spectral ranges of the Skylab high resolution spectrographs and
because of the planned program to obtain D3 filtergrams on a patrol
basis at the Lockheed Rye Canyon Observatory during the ATM mission.
The NRL spectroheliograms incorporate simultaneous measurements of the
He I and II resonance lines.
A plane-parallel layer irradiated on one side by the photospheric
radiation field was chosen as the geometric model. A statistically
steady state and uniform electron temperature and density with position
were assumed. The energy level model consists of all terms through prin-
cipal quantum number 4. Our study has been confined to conditions we
believe characteristic of flare regions, namely electron temperatures be-
tween 104 and 5 x 104 OK and electron densities between 1010 and lO14 cm-3
An extensive compilation of electron impact excitation rates has been
made as part of this study. The results were published in Solar Physics
(Benson and Kulander, 1972).
The statistically steady state level populations of model He I
atoms have been calculated by a number of investigators for temperatures
and densities characteristic of the outer solar atmosphere. Almost none
of these authors has considered a sufficiently detailed energy level
structure in the model atom to accurately obtain the D3 line emission.
Jefferies (1955) e.g. treats the 2s and 2p levels as a single level.
De Jager and de Groot (1957) consider the 2s and 2p terms separately
but the term structure of higher levels is ignored. This higher term
structure is also ignored by Athay and Johnson (1960). They also neglect
the effect of the He II ion processes by using other values for the
2He I/He II equilibrium. Athay and Johnson arrive at the conclusion that
in the temperature range 40,000 - 50,0000K, the D3 line will appear in
emission for n e 1012 almost independently of T .
e e
Zirin (1956) assumes in his calculations that transitions between
terms of a given level are of negligible importance in determining the
occupation numbers. This is known to be a poor assumption. Shklovsky
and Kononovitch (1958) have calculated the D3 line intensity but have made
a number of unrealistic physical assumptions. More recently Hearn
(1969) has calculated the occupation numbers of a 41 level He I atom and
one level He II ion but he only presents results for the resonance line
intensities. We shall demonstrate that more levels are required in He II
to obtain correct line intensities.
Jefferies (1957) has calculated the D3 line intensity from a layer
assumed to be optically thick in the D3 line. The transport equation was
solved assuming incoherent scattering with no photospheric radiation in
the line. Jefferies' results are very qualitative since it is known that
the D3 line is probably not optically thick.
To obtain accurate line intensities, simultaneous solution of the
line and continuum radiative transfer equations and the steady state
populations is required. To accomplish this, we have developed three
separate codes. The first code (Code 1) solves the statistical equili-
brium equations for a 30 level He I-II-III system given the appropriate
rates. The basic equations and sample solutions are given in Section II.
The code is described in Section V and a listing is given in Appendix A.
The second code (Code 2) represents a numerical solution of the
line transport equations for a finite layer. The solution is of the
integral form of the transport equation by expansion of the source func-
tion in terms of a finite sum. The mathematical method used is summarized
by Avrett and Loeser (1969). Complete frequency redistribution and a
Gaussian absorption profile are assumed. The basic equations and sample
3solution are given in Section III. The code is described in Section V
and a listing is given in Appendix B.
The third code (Code 3) solves the continuum transport equation
by expansion of the source function in a very similar manner to the line
transport equation. The equations are given in Section IV. The code
is described in Section V and a listing is given in Appendix C.
II. THE STEADY STATE EQUATIONS
A. Energy Level Model
The 30 assumed energy levels for the system of ions He I - He III are
given in Table II-1. There are 19 levels for He I, 10 for He II and 1 for
He III. These levels are shown in Figures II-1 and 11-2. The levels are
numbered 1 - 30 in order of increasing energy. Levels 1, 20 and 30 are the
ground states of He I, II and III, respectively. This model was chosen to
provide accurate solution for the first two resonance lines in He I and II
and the D3 and 10830 lines of He I. Many other lines are included but were
not the primary lines under consideration. The allowed transitions included
in the model are listed in Table 11.2 together with f numbers and wavelengths.
The inclusion of the 4 S,P,D and F levels separately is necessary becauase at
the lower electron densities considered radiative de-excitation rates can
become larger than collision rates between the n = 4 levels. At higher electron
densities the collision rates between the n = 4 terms dominate all other rates
in or out of these terms and the relative populations are Boltzmann.
B. Population Equations
The rate equation describing the population of the bound or continuum
state i is
S (R -R ) = 0 II.1
yj Yji ij
where Ryji and Ryij are the total transition rates/cm3 by process y from state
j to i and from i to j respectively. The sum S represents a sum over discrete
states and an integration over continuum states. We shall assume the particle
translational distribution-functions to be Maxwellian and the external
continuum radiation field to be Planckian, in which case it is possible to
integrate over the continuum and replace it by one additional term in the discrete
sum. The atomic transition processes are radiative excitation and ionization,
collisional excitation and ionization by atoms and electrons and their inverses.
Because of their higher velocities, electron collisions generally dominate the
collisonal rates and hence only electron inelastic rates will be considered.
5TABLE II.1
He I, II Energy Levels
He I i = 1
Energy (ev) Wave Nos. St.Wt.
1 is2  lS 0 0 1
2 1s2s 3S 19.821 159850 3
3 ls2s iS 20.618 166272 1
4 ls2p 3O 20.966 169081 9
5 ls2p ipO 21.220 171129 3
6 ls3 s 3S 22.721 183231 3
7 is3s IS 22.923 184859 1
8 ls3p P 23.009 185559 9
9 is3d 3D 23.076 186096 15
10 is3d 1D 23.076 186099 5
11 ls3p 1pO 23.089 186204 3
12 1s4s S 23.596 190292 3
13 ls4s iS 23.676 190935 1
14 1s4p 3po 23.710 191211 9
15 1s4d 3D 23.738 191439 15
16 ls4d 1D 23.739 191441 5
17 ls4f 3FO 23.739 191447 27
18 ls4f 1Fo 23.739 191447 7
19 ls4p 1po 23.744 191487 3
He II - i =2
1 is 2S 0 0 2
2 2s 2S 40.8099 329179.57 2
3 2p 2pO 40.8091 329182.02 6
4 3s 2S 48.3662 390140.76 2
5 3p 2po 48.3664 390141.49 6
6 3d 2D 48.3665 390142.64 10
7 4s 2S 51.0113 411476.98 2
8 4p 2pO 51.0114 411477.28 6
9 4d 2D 51.0115 411477.77 10
10 4f 2 0 51.0117 411477.95 14
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TABLE 11.2
He I, II Lines
He I
Upper Lower A
Level Level Notation A) (108/sec) f
4 2 1 10830 
.1022 
.5391
5 1 2 UV 584.4 17.99 .2762
5 3 20582 .01976 .3764
6 4 10 7065 .278 
.0693
7 5 45 7281 .181 .0480
8 2 2 3889 .09478 .06446
8 6 4.30+4 .0108 
.896
D3 - 9 4 11 5876 
.706 
.609
9 8 1.86+5 1.28-4 .111
10 5 46 6678 .638 .711
11 1 3 UV 537.1 5.66 .0734
11 3 4 5016 .1338 .1514
11 7 7.43+4 .00253 .629
12 4 12 4713 .106 
.0118
12 8 21120 .0652 
.145
13 5 47 5049 .0655 .00834
13 11 21132 .0459 .103
14 2 3 3188 .0505 .0231
14 6 12538 .00608 .0429
14 9 19543 .00597 .0205
14 12 1.09+5 .0505 1.21
15 4 14 4472 .251 .125
15 8 17002 .0668 .482
15 14 4.39+5 4.16-5 .200
16 5 48 4922 .202 .122
16 11 19089 
.0711 
.647
17 9 18688 .139 1.02
17 15 1.43+7 6.01-o10 .0033
18 10 18699 .138 1.01
18 16 1.67+7 4.34-10 .00253
19 1 4 UV 522.2 2.46 .030
19 3 5 3965 .0717 
.0507




Level Level Notation ( )  (10 /sec) f
19 10 18560 .00277 .00858
19 13 1.81+5 5 .78-4 .853
19 16 2.17+6 5.65-7 .024
He II
3 1 303.80 100. .4162
4 3 1640.5 1.01 .01359
5 1 256.3 26.8 .07910
5 2 1640.4 3.59 .4349
6 3 1640.4 10.3 .6958
7 3 1215.1 .413 3.045-3
7 5 4687.0 .294 .03225
8 1 243.03 10.9 .02899
8 2 1215.1 1. 55 .1028
8 4 4686.8 .491 .4847
8 6 4687.2 .056 .01099
9 3 1215.1 3.30 .1218
9 5 4686.9 1.13 .6183
io 6 4687.1 2.21 1.018
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We may write the total rate from i to j more specifically as,
R y = n.Pij = n.(Ai + Ci), 11.2
yij 1 1 3j ij
where A..ij and Cij are the radiative and collisonal transition rates/particle
from the ith to the jth state. In the statistically steady state, equation
II.1 reduces to
c (njP ji-niPij) = njPji = 0; P -E P 11.3
• j ii j ij"
The system of equations represented by 11.3 can easily be solved for the
populations n. when all the P.. 's are known. This is the case when the gas
is totally optically thin (in all lines), since the external radiation field
is specified and the internal radiation field does not produce a significant
upward transition rate. We can characterize the system of linear equations
(I1I.) by a matrix whose coefficients a.. are equal to P... The diagonal
elements are the P...
The general solution of equations (11.3) is given by White (1961)
n. = pmi 11.41 m m pmi
where Pmj is the co-factor of the coefficient of n. in the mth equation
(i.e. the matrix element P .) and N is the total number of He particles/cm
We denote the discrete level corresponding to the continuum, i.e. an ionization
or recombination, by c. We may then write the rate equation for level i of
ion q as,
-( + + Pq )n c,q+l q+l -ln - nq - 0 11.5
j ij, cj cij 1 i , j'1 j i , 3, + i j-
where j and j' refer to other bound levels in the qth ion and in other stages
of ionization, respectively, P . is the total excitation or de-excitation rate
in ion q from i-j; P , and P are the total ionization rates from i inicj j'i 
andq to j' in q + 1 and to i in q from j' in q - 1, respectively; P andcij'
p, q are the total recombination rates from i in q to j' in q -1 and to i
j'i
in q from j' in q+l, respectively. Specifically we may write the P's as follows:
bound-bound
i > j Pq =- A + Y..B.B + nj ij 1ij ij r e ij
11.6
i < j Pq = Yq.Bq.B + n q
ij ij 1i r e ij
bound-free (from initial state q,i)
ionization P = W + n 1.7
cj ij' e ij'
recombination Pq. n , + n WP . , + n q
cij' e ij e ij e ij'
bound-free (to initial state q, i)
q-l,c V q-1 q-1ionization P , W J-1 + n e Q-1j' i j'i e j'i.8
,recombinatiq+l q+1 q+l 2 =q+l
recombination Pji = nej'i + neWp i + n 0Jj'i e ji e j'i e j'i
where ne is the electron density/cm ; Br is the Planck function at temperature
T ; W is the dilution factor; Y. is a free parameter, Aq , B_ are the Einstein
r i ij ii j fq
transition probabilities; is the photoionization rate/ion; , . are
ij ij ij
the collisional transition rates/electron per ion for bound-bound and bound-free
processes, respectively; nQ is the collisional transition rate/electron2 per
ion for free-bound recombination; and a, B. are the recombination, andiJ' ij
stimulated recombination coefficients, respectively.
The basic quantities required for the evaluation of the radiative rates
are the oscillator strengths and photoionization cross sections; for the colli-
sional rates the excitation and ionization cross sections. The inverse cross
sections and Einstein coefficients can be obtained from the usual detailed balance
relations. The quantities Q, C2, 0 and a generally have the form
f vQ(v)f(v) dv, II.9
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where v is the electron velocity, Q(v) the cross section and f(v) the electron
translational distribution function. A may be written in terms of the photo-
ionization cross section a(v) as
4p a(v) B(v) dv. II.10hv
B is expressed similarly in terms of the stimulated recombination cross section
b(v).
Solutions can be obtained for any arbitrary line radiation field by
suitable choice of the parameter Y which is closely related to the net radia-
tive bracket (NRB). Y varies between 0 and 1 being 0 for a thin layer (no
external radiation) and 1 for a very thick layer where the line radiation field
is Planckian. For a thin line with external photospheric radiation Y = 1/2 B(Te).
Various continuum radiation fields can be considered by suitable choices of
A.
C. Reaction Rates
Oscillator strengths for all of the allowed transitions included in our
model (Section II.A) were found in the NBS compilation by'Wiese et al. (1966).
Photoionization rates were obtained from Hartree-Fock calculations of Stewart
and Webb (1963) for the ground state of He I and from calculations by Peach (1967)
for the n S, n3 S, n P and n P levels. For all other levels cross sections
were calculated using the quantum-defect method of Burgess and Seaton (1960).
Collisional ionization rates were obtained from measurements of
Englander-Golden and Rapp quoted by Kieffer and Dunn (1966) for 1 S,from measure-
ments of Long (1967) for 23 S and from calculations of Dolder, et al. (196)
for the. He II ground state. For other levels the ionization rates were taken from
Allen (1961).
The collisional excitation cross sections are crucial to the solution
of the steady state equations. For this reason we have made an extensive
tabulation and study of rates from many sources. A paper entitled "Electron
Impact Excitation Rates for Helium" describing these rates was published in
the December 1972 issue of Solar Physics (Benson and Kulander, 1972). Excitation
rates were calculated from most available cross section data, and fitted to the
empirical formula
0 = ATn exp (- a Xo)
where X = E /kT ; A, n and a are constants. For He I the temperature range
considered was 4000-50,000°K and for He II, 104 - 105K. Rates between all
levels of the model of Section II.A were calculated. The inverse rates for both
radiative and collisional transitions were calculated from standard equilibrium
relationships.
We shall discuss briefly some of our conclusions concerning the electron
impact rates beginning with the He I rates.
Generally both forbidden and allowed rates are in better agreement
for higher temperatures than for lower temperatures. The allowed rates are
in much better agreement than the forbidden rates. The allowed rates from
ground state or level 2 generally show differences as large as a factor of
10 for low temperatures and as large as 5 for high temperatures. Between
other levels (n > 3) the differences are only as much as factors of 3 at
low temperatures and 50-100% at high temperatures.
In He I the forbidden rates generally differ by as much as a factor
of 100 at low temperatures, a factor of 20-50 at higher temperatures. Differ-
ences as high as a factor of 105 are noted in a few cases, differences of
factors of 103 are not uncommon. If one does not consider the highest and
the lowest rate value for each transition the differences are generally
reduced to factors of about 10 at lower temperatures and 5 at higher tempera-
tures. Forbidden transitions with lower level n = 2 show differences 2-3
times less than those with n = 1.
For transitions between the higher levels only the very approximate
cross sections of Green (1966) and Allen (1963) are available for forbidden
transitions and for allowed transitions those of Seaton (1962), Saraph (1964)
and Mihalas and Stone (1968). Comparing the two approximate results for
forbidden transitions with the other measured and calculated values we find
the approximate results generally lower by factors of 2-10. For higher levels
the Green cross sections are generally higher than those of Allen. With re-
gard to the Seaton and Saraph approximations, it is not conclusive which is
more often closer to the other values. The Seaton approximation gives values
generally higher than the Saraph approximation for lower temperatures while
the reverse situation holds for higher temperatures.
For He II there are relatively few cross sections available. The
largest differences, being about a factor of 5, are much less than for He I.
For both He I and He II experimentally determined cross sections give lower
rates than the calculated values.
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The actual collisional excitation rates chosen represent mean values
of those given in the paper, taken from various sources listed there. To
determine the sensitivity of the solution to these rates the statistical equi-
librium equations were solved after increasing the individual values of
the collision rates per electron Q between each state by a factor of 100. This
was done to determine the sensitivity of the solution to the collision exci-
tation rates. We chose the optically thin case with T = 20,0000K, ne = 1010
for this test. We illustrate in Figure 11.3 the effect on the population of
the levels 1, 2, 4, 9, 11 and 20 of each perturbation in collision rate. Of
course in many instances increasing a particular Qij by 100 had little effect
on the populations of the levels mentioned. In Figure 11.3 we show the 10
transitions i-j which have the largest effect on each of the above levels.
The ratio of the population after increasing 0ij by 100 to that before the
perturbation is shown. We note that changes of 10 to 50 in these important
populations result from an uncertainty of a factor of 100 in the rates.
All the triplet levels of He I had about the same response to the change
in Q. When the rate from the He I ground state (G.S) to triplet levels increased
the triplet populations increased. When the triplet to singlet rates increased
the triplet populations decreased as would be expected. The He I G.S. population
is very sensitive to the rate from the G.S. to the metastable 2 3S level nd
2 3P level). The 1 1S level population was decreased by about 20 when
Q(1 1S - 2 ) was increased by 100. At the same time the He II G.S. pupulation
was increased. An increased rate from the triplets to singlets results in
increased 1 1S-ppulation and a corresponding decrease in 1 2S population.
The populations of the upper levels of the 584 and 537 A lines are very sensitive
to the rate from the 1 1S to 2 1S level increasing as this rate increases.
Figure II-3 POPUIATION CHANGE BY INCREASING 0 BY 100
OPTICALLY THIN CASE Te = 2 Y 10 n, = 10
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A code which we shall designate as code 1 has been developed to solve
the steady state population equations given in Section II.B. This code is
described in Section V. We discuss in this section some sample solutions of
the steady state population equations.
The gas is assumed irradiated over 2v ster by a Blackbody spectrum
at 60000K representing the photospheric radiation field. The gas is assumed
to be optically thin for all lines and continuua unless otherwise specified.
1. Ionization Equilibrium
In this section we illustrate results for the ionization equilibrium.
Mig.II-4 shows the ratio nl/n20 with Te = 30,000 K at various values of ne.
For an atomic model with only levels 1 and 20 the ratio nl/n2 0 is approximately
constant with n since both the collisional ionization and recombination rates
e
are proportional to ne. The optically thin solution for two levels is shown.
The results are generally within a factor of 2. For very low ne, all of the
levels of He I except 5, 11 and 19 represent additional paths from level 1
to level 20. This is so because the photoionization rates from these levels
exceed almost all collisional rates. nl/n20 is hence lower at ne = 1010 than
the two level solution. For somewhat higher electron densities the collisional
rates between the singlets and triplets exceed the photoionization rates.
Hence, the recombination to intermediate levels results in conversion to the
5, 11 or 19 level and thence to the 1 level by spontaneous emission. The
rate from 20 to 1 is now enhanced and nl/n2 0 exceeds the two level solution.
At still higher electron density the collisional ionization rates begin to be-
come greater than either the spontaneous emission or collisional deexcitation
rates. Now all intermediate levels represent paths from level 1 to 20 and
n/n 2 0 becomes lower than the two level solution. This is seen to be the case
14
at n = 10.
e
We turn to the solution when the resonance lines are optically thick.
The result for detailed balance (db) in the first resonance line is shown
18
Figure II-4 HELIUM IONIZATION EQUILIBRIUM
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by the curve labeled pl5 = O (p is the net radiative brackett). Also shown are
results for db in the second and third resonance lines. Increasing the radiative
excitation rate increases the effective ionization rate and the amount of n2 0 by
several orders of magnitude. We thus note the important result that the ioniza-
tion equilibrium is strongly influenced by the optical thickness of the resonance
lines. The LTE result is also shown and is labeled LTE.
2. Level Populations
Many sample solutions have been obtained for the level populations or non-
equilibrium parameters, b, where b = n/nequi1 .
We have completed a parametric study of the effect of optical thickness in the
resonance lines and continuua upon the level populations. Level populations were
obtained for various physically meaningful combinations of resonance lines and
continuua being optically thick or thin. That is to say each resonance line or
continuua was assumed to have a net radiative brackett of either 0 (completely
thick) or 1 (thin). The results cover the temperature range T = 10,000 too 10 14 -3  D
50,00o0K and electron density range ne = 10 -10 cm . Due to space limita-
tions we cannot present results for all 50 levels of the model. Hence levels
1, 5, 9, 20 and 27 were chosen to illustrate the results. Referring to section
II.A we see that levels 1 and 20 are the ground states of He I and II,
level 5 the upper level of the 584( line, level 9 the upper level of the D3 line
and level 27 the upper level of the 4686A. line of He II. Figures 11.5-29 show
results for each of these 5 levels for electron temperatures 104 , 2 x 104,
3 x 10 , 4 x 10 and 5 x 10 4K. In each figure the ratio of the actual popu-
lation to the equilibrium population, b, is given as a function of n
e
At each temperature calculations were made for combinations of net radiative
brackets corresponding to layers of varying total thickness. There are 3
resonance lines in the model for both He I and He II. These 6 lines together with
the Lyman continuu for each ion are allowed to become optically thick in
our calculation. Thus, there are eight lines and continuua which can be
optically thick or thin depending upon the physical thickness of the layer.
Ehch figure shows a completely optically thin solution labeled T and 8
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Figure 11-8 b20
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Figure II-9 b1 7
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Figure II-10 b1
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Figure II-14 b
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Figure II-19 b27
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Figure II-21 b 5
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Figure II-22 b9
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thicknesses given in Table 11.3. On this table (1) refers to the 5844 line, (2)
refers to the 5371 line, (3) refers to the 522A line and (4) refers to
the Lyman continuum of He I. Similarly the numbers 5 - 8 refer to the 304,
256, 243A lines and Lyman continuum of He II. When a number appears in
Table 11.3 the corresponding transition has been assumed optically thick
(i.e. in radiative detailed balance) in obtaining rate coefficients for the
level population solutions. Transitions not appearing in the table are
assumed optically thin. It is noted that progressing from case 1 to 8 corres-
ponds in general to the layer becoming thicker. Case 8 always corresponds to
all 8 lines and continuua becoming optically thick. For example, with
Te = 30,0000K case 4 represents the NRB = 0 in the first 3 resonance lines of
He I and the first resonance line of He II.
We shall discuss briefly the solutions presented in Figures II.5-30. For
ho.
T = 10 Kmost of the He is He I. The He I ground state population is not
10
affected by optical thickness except slightly at n = 10 . Similarily Figure 11.6
0 e
shows that once the 584 A line becomes thick the radiation field in other lines
and continuua do not affect it. The D3 line upper level population shown in Fi-
gure II.7 is a strong function of the 584 A line and He I Lyman continuum optical
o
depths and to a lesser extent dependent on the 537 and 522 A lines. Increasing
the singlet populations hence increases the D3 emission. The optical thicknesses
of the He II lines and continuua do not affect the D3 line. From Figure 11.8 it is
seenthat the He II ground state exhibits a similar behavior. At 20,0000K the
He I and He II densities are very roughly the same. The thin solution shows
that He I is greatly overpopulated and He II slightly underpopulated with respect
to LTE. Increasing the optical depth in the He I resonance lines and continuua
now increases the ionization by absorption of photospheric radiation from upper
resonance line levels and thus increases the He II density and decreases the
He I density. The D3 line upper level population increases with increasing
population of the singlet levels but decreases when the He I Lyman continuum
becomes thick due to decreasing total He I density. As before the He II resonance
line and continuum radiation fields do not affect the He I level populations.
At 30,0000 K both He I and II ground states are overpopulated at the expense
of He III. The He II ground state population is sensitive only to the Lyman
continuum of He II while the He I population depends upon both continuua and the
46
Table II-3
OPTICALLY THICK LINES CHOSEN
Case Number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Temper-
ature 1 1,2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-8
10
2x10 4  1 1,2 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3
1-8
5 5,6 5-7 5-8
5 5,6 5-7 1 1,2 1-3 1
4 1-83x10 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-8
4x10 4  5 5,6 5-7 5-8 1 1,2 1-3 181-8
5-8 5-8 5-8
5x10 4  5 5,6 5-7 5-8 1 1,2 1-3 1-8
5-8 5-8 5-8
He I resonance lines. The D3 line is sensitive only to the optical thickness in
the two Lyman continuua. The level 27 population depends upon the He II resonance
lines and continuua only. At Te = 40,00OK all the levels have a strong dependence
on the optical thickness of the He II Lyman continuum. When this continuum is thick
thepopulation of He III is greatly increased while those of He I and II are decreased,
then decreasing all of the level populations. For levels 9 and 20 this continuum
has the largest influence. Levels 1 and 5 are also dependent on the He I resonance
line and continuum optical depths. At 50,000P K the level populations have the
same behavior as at 40,000K.
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3. Optical Thickness and Line Intensity
Figures 11.5-29 have illustrated the effect of optical thickness in
the resonance lines and continuua on certain level populations. We now seek
to determine the approximate optical depths of a flare layer. For purposes
of illustration we consider a 1000 km thick layer. For each of the same cases
given in Table 11.3 we have obtained the line center optical thickness in the
584, 304, D3, 10830A lines and at the threshold of the Lyman continuua of
He I and II. Optical depths are not shown for the 537, 522, 256, 24-k lines
because they are always simply a constant fraction of the 584 and 304A
line optical thicknesses, namely T(537) = .27 -(584), T(522) = .11 T(584),
T(256) = .19 T(304), and T(245) = .070 T(304).
The optical thicknesses are given in Tables 11.4 - 11.8 The He
density is assumed to be one tenth of the electron density. The number
following each entry is the power of 10 by which the entry is multiplied.
We note that the 10830 and D3 lines can become thick for high electron den-
sities even at 50,0000K. These lines do not become thick at 10,0000K. There
are many cases in which a number of lines and continuua are optically thick.
This does not mean however that simultaneous transport equations must be solved
for these lines and continuua. Which line and continuum radiation fields must
be obtained simultaneously depends upon the level population being sought as
well as the temperature, density and layer optical thickness. To determine the
effect of various lines and continuua on levels 1, 5, 9, 20 and 27 we can refer
to Figures 11.5 - 29. For example, Table 11.9 shows the approximate maximum
percentage error encountered in the D3 line upper level population by solving
only for the lines and continuua given in each box. The effect on any level
can be obtained from the output from Code 1. Figures 11.5 - 29 illustrate the
effect of varying the NRB between 0 and 1. In practice when the layer becomes
optically thick it does not usually become so thick that the NRB = 0. In order
for the line radiation field to become saturated we require
T > (e + )-
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Table II-4
OPTICAL THICKNESS - 1000 KM LAYER
Te = 10,000 0 K
Case
TRANSITION n, T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1010
584 3.7+4 = = = 1.3+4 =
504 7.6 = = = 4.1 = = =
5876 2.8-8 1.1-5 2.1-5 2.7-5 8.0-4 = = =
10830 2.6-7 1.0-4 1.9-4 2.5-4 7.4-3 = = =
304 1.5-2 9.6 8.6+2 =
228 1.4-6 9.3-4 1.8-3 2.4-3 8.3-2 = = =
1011
584 3.7+5 =
504 76 = = = = = =
5876 1.3-6 1.7-4 2.2-4 3.7-4 6.7-3 =
10830 1.2-5 1.2-3 2.1-3 3.4-3 6.2-2 = =
304 .046 1.6+3 = =
228 4.4-6 1.0-3 1.9-3 3.1-3 .15 = = =
10 12
584 3.7+6 = = = = = = =
504 7.6+2 = = = = - =
5876 1.5-5 1.1-3 2.4-3 4.7-3 1.5-2 = = =
10830 1.2-4 8.6-3 2.0-2 3.7-2 0.12 = =
304 0.10 1.3+3 = = =
228 9.3-6 1.0-3 2.8-3 6.0-3 1.2-1 = = =
1015
584 3.7+7 = = = =
504 7.6+3 = = = = = = =
5876 2.1-4 1.0-2 3.1-2 4.1-2 6.2-2 = = = =
108530 1.4-3 4.7-2 0.13 0.17 0.26 = = =
704 0.56 1.3+22 2.5+2 1.1+3 = = =
228 5.4-5 2.7-3 1.3-2 2.4-2 1.0-1 = = =
101
58) 1.7 =
504 7.6+4- = 
5876 5.6-3 0.15 0.24 0.26 0.29 = = =
10830 1.4-2 0.37 0.54 0.59 0.66 = = =
304 4.7 1.7+2 5.0+2 6.1+2 9.3+2 = = = =
228 4.5-4 1.6-2 4.8-2 5.9-2 9.0-2 = = -
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Table II-5
OPTICAL THICKNESS - 1000 KM LAYER
T = 2 x 104 OK
e
Case
TRANSITION ne T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1010
584 1.7+3 3.4 0.92 0.52 = = = 7.0-3 =
504 0.36 7.2-4 1.9-4 1.1-4 = = = 1.5-6 =
5876 1.7-3 1.8-3 1.7-3 = = = = 9.6-4 =
10830 1.6-2 1.7-2 1.6-2 = = = = 9.3-3 =
304 1.5+3 2.8+3 = = = 2.0+3 =
228 0.1o 0.19 = = = = 0.1 =
1011
584 2.0+4 2.2+2 61. 26. = = = 1.0 =
504 5.7 6.3-2 1.7-2 7.4-3 = = = 2.9-4 =
5876 4.3-2 0.11 = = = .3-2 =
10830 0.38 1.0 0.86 0.93 = = = 2.9-4 =
304 5.1+3 2.1+4 = = = =
228 0.43 1.8 = = = = =
1012
584 2.3+5 1.0+4 2.0+3 5.6+2 = = = 100.
5o4 65. 2.8 0.56 o.16 = = = 2.8-2 =
5876 0.90 4.3 4.0 3.1 = = = 1.0 =
10830 5.3 24. 22. 17. = = = = =
304 3.3+4 2.0+5 = = = = =
228 2.7 16. = = = =
1013
584 2.0+6 1.2+5 1.7+4 8.5+3 = = = 5.2+3 =
504 6.1+2 37. 5.2 2.6 = = = 1.6 =
5876 18. 63. 48. 38. = = = 28.
10830 37.. 1.3+2 90. 69. = = = 52.
304 4.0+5 1.9+6 = = =
228 36. 170. = = =
1014
584 2.0+7 1.2+6 3.8+5 3.0+5 = = = 2.6+5 =
501 5.8-+5 550. 110. 87. = = 75.
,, . 2 7, ;' '5.l I;' '.i -+2 " = = 4.8+-2




OPTICAL THICKNESS - 1000 KM LAYER
T = x 10 4 OK
Case
TRANSITION ne T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1010
584 23. = 22. 21. 2.5-2 5.2-3 2.7-3 1.7-5 1.6-5
504 8.4-3 = = 8.2-3 1.0-6 2.0-7 1.0-7 5.9-6 6.0-11
5876 1.3-3 = = 1.2-3 7.7-4 7.0-4 = 4.3-6 3.2-6
1o830 1.2-2 = = 1.1-2 7.2-3 6.5-3 6.4-3 4.0-5 3.0-5
304 1.6+3 = = = = = = 10. =
228 0.18 = = 0.17 = = = 1.1-3 =
1011
584 6.3+2 = = = 2.0 0.43 0.15 8.8-3 2.6-4
504 0.19 = = = 7.2-4 1.5-4 5.0-5 3.2-6 1.0-7
5876 6.8-2 = = = 5.2-2 4.5-2 = 2.9-3 8.2-5
10830 0.57 = = = 0.43 0.37 = 2.4-2 7.0-5
304 1.6+4 = = = = = = 1.0+3 =
228 1.7 = = = = = = 0.10 =
1O12
584 7.3+3 = = = 62. 9.6 2.5 1.0 0.13
504 2.6 = = = .22 3.4-3 8.9-4 3.6-4 4.6-5
5876 1.5 = = = 1.4 = 1.1 0.42 0.15
10830 6.8 = = = 6.2 5.9 4.7 1.8 o.63
304 1.6+5 = = = = = = 6.4+4 =
228 18. = = = = = = 7.0
1013
584 4.8+4 = = = 6.5+2 76. 38. 32. 17.
504 17. = = = 0.23 2.7-2 1.4-2 1.2-2 6.4-3
5876 22. = = = 18. 15. 12. 10. 7.3
10830 32. = = = "25. 19. 15. 13. 10.
304 1.6+6 = = = = = = 1.4+6 =
228 1.8+2 = = = = = = 1.5+2 =
1014
584 3.1+5 3.3+5 3.7+5 = 5.9+3 i.8+3 1.4+3 = 1.1+3
504 1.2+2 = 1.3+2 = 2.3 0.69 0.48 = 0.38
5876 2.0+2 = 2.4+2 = 1.9+2 1.4+2 1.3+2 = 1.2+2
10830 2.6+2 = 2.1+2 = 1.7+2 1.2+2 1.1+2 = 1.0+2




OPTICAL THICKNESS - 1000 KM LAYER
T = 4 x 104 oK
e
Case
TRANSITION n, T 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8
1010
584 1.9 = 1.5 0.37 1.9-4 1.0-7 1.7-8 8.5-9 5.5-11
504 7.6-4 = 4.5-4 1.5-4 7.6-8 4.0-11 6.8-12 3.4-12 2.2-14
5876 8.3-4 = 6.4-4 1.6-4 1.6-8 1.4-8 1.2-8 = 6.6-9
10830 7.7-3 = 5.9-3 1.5-3 7.7-7 1.3-7 1.0-7 = 6.0-8
3o4 1.5+3 = 1.2+3 2.9+2 2.9-2 =
228 0.18 = 0.11 .035 3.5-6 = =
1011loll
584 40. 38. 33. 15. 6.7-3 4.3-5 8.0-6 2.7-7 4.7-9
504 1.7-2 = 1.5-2 7.0-3 2.8-6 1.8-8 3.4-9 1.1-10 2.0-12
5876 0.32 0.31 0.27 0.13 5.6-6 = 3.8-6 = 1.2-6
10830 0.26 0.25 0.21 0.11 4.5-5 = 3.9-5 = 1.3-5
304 1.4+4 = 1.3+4 7.6+3 2.8 =
228 1.8 = 1.6 0.81 3.6-4 = =
1012
584 4.2+2 4.1+2 3.7+2 2.5+2 0.82 8.1-3 1.1-3 2.5-4 3.3-5
504 0.17 = 0.15 0.11 3.4-4 3.4-6 4.7-7 1.2-7 1.4-8
5876 0.69 0.67 0.61 0.41 1.4-3 = = 1.1-3 4.0-4
10830 2.6 2.5 2.3 1.5 5.0-3 = 4.9-3 4.0-3 1.4-3
30o4 1.5+5 1.4+5 1.3+5 8.7+4 2.9+2 = =
228 18. 17. 16. 11. 3.6-2 = =
101
3
584 2.7+3 2.5+5 2.3+3 1.6+3 0.80 0.10 4.5-2 2.0-2
504 1.0 0.92 0.84 0.68 2.2-2 2.1-4 3.6-5 1.8-5 7.7-6
5876 9.1 8.7 8.0 5.6 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.10 8.0-2
10830 11. 10. 9.2 6.5 0.22 0.19 o.14 0.12 8.5-2
304 1.5+6 1.4+6 1.2+6 8.8+5 3.0+4 .
228 180. 170. 160. 100. 3.6 =
1014
584 2.1+4 2.o+4 1.7+4 1.2+4 3.1+3 9.0
504 8.4 7.8 6.4 3.0 0.77 1.3-2 4.0-3 3.2-3 2.2-3
5876 ). 05. 83. 58. 15. 12. 10. 9.0 8.3
So8s5o 76. 72. 62. 45. 11. 10. 7.0 6.6 6.0
( 1. J-7 = . 2+7 9. 0+6 2. 5+6 = =
8 . (-F 1. 7+ 1. 4+3 1.2+3 5.0+2 = =
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Table II-8
OPTICAL THICKNESS - 1000 KM LAYER
T = 5 x 104 K
Case
TRANSITION ne T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1010
584 0.35 0.21 4.2-2 3.5-3 2.1-7 - - - -
504 1.5-4 9.0-5 1.8-5 1.5-6 9.0-11 - - - -
5876 5.4-4 3.4-4 6.5-5 5.3-6 3.2-10 - - - -
1o830 4.9-3 3.0-3 6.0-4 5.0-5 3.0-9 - - - -
304 1.3+3 7.8+2 1.6+2 13. 7.8-4 = 
228 0.18 0.11 2.2-2 1.8-3 1.1-7 = =
1011
584 6.6 4.0 1.3 0.26 4.0-5 -
504 3.0-3 1.8-3 5.9-4 1.2-4 1.8-8 - - - -
5876 1.8-2 1.1-2 3.6-3 7.2-4 1.1-7 -
10830 0.14 8.4 -2 2.8-2 5.6-3 8.4-7 - - - -
304 1.3+4 7.8+3 2.6+3 5.2+2 7.8-2 .
228 1.8 1.1 0.36 7.2-2 1.1-5 =
1012
584 62. 37. 12. 3.1 3.7-3 - - - -
504 3.0-2 1.8-2 5.8-3 1.5-3 1.8-6 - - - -
5876 0.37 0.22 7. 4-2 1.8-2 2.2-5 -
10830 1.2 0.75 0.24 6.0-2 7.2-5 - - - -
304 1.3+5 7.8+4 2.6+4 6.5+3 7.8 = =
228 18. 11. 3.6 0.90 1.1-3 = = =
1013
584 4.1+2 2.4+2 82. 20. 0.25 4.0-3 4.5-4 2.3-4 9.0-5
504 0.18 0.11 3.6-2 8.8-3 1.1-4 1.8-6 2.0-7 1.0-7 4.0-8
5876 4.8 2.9 0.96 0.24 2.9-3 2.6-3 2.2-3 1.7-3 1.3-3
10830 4.9 2.9 1.0 0.25 2.9-3 2.6-3 2.1-3 1.7-3 1.3-3
304 1.3+6 7.8+5 2.6+5 6.5+4 7.8+2 =
228 180. 110. 36. 8.8 0.11 = = =
10
14
584 3.0+3 1.9+3 5.0+2 160. 19. 0.35 0.11 8.5-2 5.9-2
504 1.4 0.84 0.22 7.0-2 8.9-3 1.6-4 5.1-5 4.0-5 2.8-5
5876 47. 30. 7.8 2.4 0.29 0.25 0.20 =
10830 33. 21. 5.6 1.7 0.21 0.18 0.14 = =
7o 1.. 5+7 7.8+6 2.1+6 6.5+5 7.8+4 = = =
S... .t 1.1+5 2.9+2 9.0+1 11. = =
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Table II-9 ERROR IN D3 Line Intensity
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107C0 o i 1o 3o I '7
)L, 7,, 9 4 '7
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TABLE II.10
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF e, , C
ne Line Case
T (OK) (cm-3 ) a L (1) #
e
10 1010 4.1-9 2.3-4 2.9-18 584 T
" " 5.1-14 " 3
1.2-8 1.2-8 1.8-28 304 T
f it t It 3
1014 4.0-5 8.0-3 4.0-14 584 T
8.3-13 " 3
1.2-4 4.8-5 1.8-24 304 T
t" " " " 3
2 x 10 1010 1.1-8 2.3-4 6.1-13 584 T
" " 3.8-3 " 3
8.2-9 1.2-8 2.5-18 304 T
ift ft t "t 3
1014 1.1-4 2.2-2 6.4-9 584 T
" " 4.9-7 " 3
8.2-5 5.8-5 2.5-14 304 T
ff if Ift t 3
3 x 104  1010 1.9-8 2.3-4 4.3-11 584 T
t" " " " 3
6.7-9 1.4-8 6.1-15 304 T
" " 4.2-9 " 3
1014 6.7-5 1.2-4 5.8-11 584 T
?" " 1.4-8 "f 3
1.9-4 3.4-2 4.0-7 304 T
" is t "f 3
4 x 10 10 2.8-8 2.3-4 3.9-10 584 T
" 2.1-4 2.9-10 " 3
5.8-9 1.6-8 3.1-13 304 T




Te(OK) (cm-3 ) e L I (1) #
10 4  2.8-4 4.5-2 3.4-6 584 T
It It II If 3
5.8-5 1.9-4 2.8-9 304 T
" " 1.9-6 I" 3
5 x 104  1010 3.8-8 2.3-4 1.6-9 584 T
" 2.0-4 9.0-10 i" 3
5.2-9 1.9-8 3.4-12 304 T
" " 8.1-6 " 3
1014 3.8-4 2.7-4 3.0-8 304 T
" 5.8-2 i" "i 3
5.2-5 2.7-4 3.0-8 304 T
" " 2.7-5 " 3
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for our assumed Doppler line profile. (For the continuum we require T > C-1/2
where C is the ratio of collisional to radiative recombination.)
Some representative values of the parameters e and 1 (and L) for the
584 and 304A lines are given in Table II.10. Values were obtained for each
temperature at ne = 10 and 10 4 for the optically thin case and case 3
given in Table II.3. We can see from the optical depth tables that under many
conditions the layer is effectively optically thin, i.e.
1 < T 4 (s + )*1
In this case the total energy emitted in the line from the surface of a layer
of optical thickness tl is given approximately by
E 
- 2 I (e +~*) t 1
where = 1/B.
The values of l and L vary with optical depth and an integration
over depth is required to obtain the total line intensity from the layer.
Using the optical depth tables and estimates of I and C from code 1
we have obtained approximate solutions for some line intensities. The lines
chosen are the 584, 537, 3041 lines and the D3 line. Figures II.3Q-34 give
results as a function of T for various n while Figures II.35-39 show thee e
variation with ne for various T . We note a considerably different variatione e
with T and n for the D3, 584 and 304A line emission. These different
e e
variations give some confidence that simultaneous emission measurements
of the three lines could yield unique temperatures and densities from the
emitting region.
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Figure II-31 TOTAL LINE INTENSITY
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Figure 11-33 TOMA LINE EMISSION
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Fiure 11-34 TOTAL MIE EbUSSION
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Figure II-35 TOTAL LINE EMISSION
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Figure II-37 TOTAL LINE EMISSION
Te = 3 x 104 ° K
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Figure 11-38 TOTAL LINE INTENSITY
Te= 4 x 10K4
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Figure II-39 TOTAL LINE EMISSION
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4. Population Rates
It is very instructive to look at the various processes involved
in populating and depopulating the upper radiating levels. In other
words, to determine the exact processes contributing significantly to
the terms 7~ and L in the transport equation. One way to do this is to
assume a 3 or 4 level atom and evaluate I and . from the analytic
solution choosing different levels for the 3r d or 4th levels. This
would give us an approximate answer. Another way is to use the
complete solution of the statistical equilibrium equations for the
populations to evaluate the rates directly into the upper and lower
levels of the lines in question.
Solutions of the full SSS equations were used in obtaining the
relative rate processes shown in Figs. II-40 and 11-41. Fig. II-40
illustrates the processes populating the 584A line upper level at
Te = 40,0000K for various electron densities. Four processes always
enter significantly. The largest of these is photoexcitation from
the 21S level by absorption of photospheric radiation. Direct colli-
sional excitation from the ground state is next, followed by collisional
excitation from the 23 S and radiative decay from the 31D. Hence, both
the photospheric radiation and coupling to the triplet levels are impor-
tant.
Fig. II-41 shows relative processes populating the D3 line upper
level for the same electron temperature and densities. A much stronger
dependence on ne is noted. Photoabsorption of photospheric radiation in
the D3 line itself is the dominant mechanism at low n . At high n ,
e e
this process is small and the collisional rate from the 31D is dominant
with collisional excitation from the 33 P and 2 S levels also being
significant. Thus, the triplet - singlet interaction is again very
important.
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Figure II-40 RELATIVE PROCESSES POPULATING 2'P LEVEL OF He I
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Figure II-41 RELATIVE RATES OF PROCESSES POPULATING
THE 33 D LEVEL OF He.I
Te = 4,0000 K
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III. LINE TRANSPORT SOLUTION
A. Basic Equations
The solution of the line transport equation that we have used in
the code developed (Code 2) is an iterative solution of the integral
equation. The details of the method have been developed by Avrett and
Loeser (1969) in a manner convenient for the simultaneous solution of both
line and continuum transport equations. From Section II.D, we note that
solution for the line and continuum radiation field simultaneously is
necessary. We will only briefly summarize the method and equations in
this report.
In the statistically steady state the rate equation describing the
population n. of the state i is1
, (nPji - niPij) = nPji = 0
jfi j
P = - P.., III.1
where P.. is the total transition rate from i to j per second per particle13
in the i state. In general, Pij = Rij + Cij, where Rij and Cij represent
the radiative and collisional transition rates respectively. We shall
assume a Maxwellian distribution for the electrons and helium particles and
since we also assume a known external radiation field, the transitions
involving the continuum can be represented by a single term in Eq. III.1. We
can characterize the system of linear equations III.1 by a matrix whose co-
efficients ai.. are equal to Pji. In representing matrix elements and
co-factors thereof, we shall always let the first subscript refer to the
row and the second to the column. Because of the definition of the transi-
tion rate the subscripts of the P's will be reversed when substituted for
the matrix elements a. The general solution of Eq. III.1 is
n= X mi; N 111.2S m m EP
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where pmj is the co-factor of the element amj = Pjm in the coefficient ma-
trix represented by the i equations of type)ll1 and N is the total number
3
of helium particles per cm . The matrix of coefficients has the property
that the co-factor of all the elements in a column are equal, i.e. pmj is
independent of m.
When the medium becomes optically non-thin for certain frequencies
the radiation field producing internal excitation and ionization for these
frequencies is no longer merely the external radiation field but is partly
dependent on the internal properties of the gas and must be determined from
the radiative-transfer equation
dI
P - I - S ,  III.3
V
-1
where cos 1 represents the angle between the direction of propagation and
the outward normal z and 7V = fk v dz, Sv is the source function, kv is
the linear absorption coefficient and Iv is the specific intensity of the
radiation. In LTE SV = B , however in the non-LTE case S must be specified
in terms of microscopic processes. In terms of such processes the trans-
fer equation governing the spectral line between upper level u and lower
level I may be written as
dI
- 4xT - V [nlBlu vhv - nuBuhv + 4k c]I I 11I.4dz 1 c = v
- nAl j hv - 4gkcSc(Te),
where kc represents the continuum absorption coefficient at frequency vo
and Sc is the continuum source function. Blu, Bul and Aul are the Einstein
transition probabilities for absorption, stimulated emission and spontaneous
emission. j, * V and @ are the normalized emission, stimulated emission
and absorption coefficients within the line defined such that
j vdv = T * =- J vdv dw = 1.
0 0 10
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The continuum absorption coefficient is generally very small compared with
the line absorption coefficient near the line center and will be neglected
in determining the source function within the line. Using the standard
relations between the Einstein coefficients and assuming jV = §V = *v,
the source function becomes
2hv 1
ul 2 [(gu/gl)(nl/nu)]- '
where g represents the statistical weight. The minus one term in the
denominator represents stimulated emissions.
In evaluating the radiative excitation rate R. for transitions
between bound levels the line radiation field enters as
J (7) (T) dv =J(
where
J (T) fIt(T,) d
is the mean intensity and dw represents the solid angle. It is thus con-
venient to formulate the transfer equation in terms of J rather than I .
v v
It is now convenient to separate those components involving the unknown
radiation field, Jul from the co-factors. This is done by expanding theiJ
determinant P in terms of its co-factors Qi. Thus
Plu kl 1 ul +k1P P P ul kk k/ 111.6
Pul ku lu + P Qku
k uk ul kul
Actually, Jul may appear in many of the co-factors since the line u-1 may
fall in the ionization continuum of some other transition. The influence
of Jul as well as the line radiation in general on the bound-free radiative
rates will be neglected. Using the standard relationship between the
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Einstein coefficients, equation 111.6, and remembering that
QUl = lu and Alu = Blu S Jv vdv the source function may be written as
u Jvuvdv + eB + L
S =Pul 1 + III.7
where B is the Planck function
Clu
BV (Te) = P u
v e ul CU-
ul 2hv g1
S-A ul - 2 guul c u
S= u l Qu ku1
SA ul ku l
1 ku
A Q k/u/1
The terms entering the numerator of Eq. 111.7 each represent a method of
populating the upper level from the lower level. The first term repre-
sents direct radiative excitation, the second direct collisional excitation
and the third any combination of radiative or collisional processes involv-
ing one or more intermediate levels in going from the lower to the upper
level. The denominator, on the other hand, consists of terms indicating
transition paths from the upper to the lower level. All the terms are
normalized with respect to A21. The first term represents direct radiative
de-excitation, the second direct collisional de-excitation and the third
any indirect process going from the upper to the lower state.
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Equation 111.7 is solved using a discrete ordinate method for
the frequency integral in which we assume
K
F(x)dx =Z A Fk. 111.9
o k=l
The coefficients are to be found from a given set of dimensionless frequency
values xk, k = 1,2...K; Fk is the value of F at x = xk . The solution
for Ak is given in Section III.C.
We shall assume to be Gaussian, i.e.
exp( = A III.10
S () 1/2 VD AvD
AvD is the Doppler half width given by
o  2kT 1/2(-) III.11c M
where M is the Helium particle mass.
The source function is obtained at N depth points (i = 1 --- N)
within the assumed layer. The depth points are located at specified physical
depths which do not change during the calculation. The values of S. are1
obtained from the matrix equation
N
F M.. S. = C. III.12
j=l
where i and j refer to depth points.
The coefficients Mij are given by
I -~(A)M.. = i _ C W. . III.13
1 1" l+e 1j
where 1 j = i
Aij =, j= i
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j) are weighting functions, e is a coupling parameter.
C. are given by
e N (A)i S 1 cC r Bi  w.. S.C III.14
1 1 j=1
In these equations, Bi  is a coupling parameter,
- (A) 2 K (A) 0ik Ojk
k=lI JT 1 k ijk ik+r III.15
and
(A) 2 K (A) ik r.
ij ITT k=1 ij k jk+r  III.16
where k refers to a specific frequency, Ak are weighting functions. The




The optical depth values Tik are given by
i
Tik = i (ik+ri) dT
0
dT = kL dz




The weighting coefficients W(A) represent an expansion of the meanijk
intensity J (T Vi) in terms of the source function SV (T j)
N (A)
JV(T i) = W.jk  S(T j) III.17V Vi E 1 ijk v vjj=l




S El(It-Til) S(t) dt = 1 w.( S( i ) III.18
o j= 1
where the frequency subscript has been dropped. To evaluate W
A ) we assume
that S. is represented by linear segments between optical depth points n and
n + 1. S(t) in the interval n ! t : Tn+l is given by
T - t t -T
S(t) S ( n+l ) + S ( n )111.19
n T - t n+l
n+l n n+l n
Equations farWi. ) are obtained by substituting Eq. IL19 into Eq. 11.18.
The W.(A) so obtained depend only on the set of T. values chosen. Different
1J(A)
expressions for W A) are obtained for j > i , j < i, and j = 1. We give
these expressions in order.
W. . depends only on thecoefficient of S
Sn- n+n




-ITn-17 lT n -
T.(E21ITnl-Til- E2 T n-Til) + e - e +E31n -Ti-E 3 1 Tn_-T.i
2 W = [( -
in (T - T )n n-1
- [ETn 7i -E 2 -Til ] + n+l [E -T. I -E1 7n+-T~ i ]Tn- T n -1 2 1 T n+-T n  2 n 1 2 n+ I n-1 n+l
T7i(E2 7n-T iI -E21 7n+-7 il )+ e -e + E317n+I-71 il-E31 Tn-7iL
(Tn+l- n)
111.21
For n < i,
2W. = (iTn) [E (( )-E n+1Ti [E () )-E .)]
in =  - n)  2i -E 2(l'Tn-) ]+(7 -7) E2( i- n+l -E2(Ti-n)n n-i n+1 n
+ [e n+ - e i +E3 (i-T7n)-E3(7i-Tn+) ]/(Tn+I-Tn )
-[e n - e + E3(Ti-n ) - E 3(T i- n ) ]/ ( n -T n ) .
111.22
For i = n,
2W. (T n-_l [1-E (Ti-T )] + n+ [1-E (T n+-7)]
in 2(i7n 1( n+n n 2
[1/2 - e n-1 + E (-Tn-1)] [1/2 - e + + E (Tn+-T i )
n n-i n+l n
III.25
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B. Evaluation of e and BS
e' and Bs appearing in Eqs. III.13 and IIi14 are related to the source
function parameters q,.land Las follows:
c'B s = eB + L
111.24
e' = s+ 1
where B is the Planck function. The values of e' and Bs depend upon the
levels included in the model other than the upper and lower line levels.
For two bound levels (1,2) and one continuum level (k) s' and e'Bs are given
by:
C P w PS 21 21 1 P12
S( 1 AB) +
A21 A21 2 A21
III.25
C 0 P
B s 21 1 12A (1 - B) B + A
A21  2 A212
2h -hv21/kTwhere a - 2 = e
c
III.26
P.. = Pk P /(Pki + Pj )
10 ik kj ki kJ
For three bound levels and a continuum level
' = X-Y
111.27
e 'Bs  = aY
where
1 (C + P + P ) 111.28
21 (C21 + 21 23 23 M22- 21
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1 Ul M12 R2y A 1 -- 2i + - 2  ) III.29
A21 (C e + I12 2
M = P32 + P32
M21 P23 + P23
III.30
M2 = P31 + P31 + P32 + P32
R2 P13 + P13
For some applications it is convenient to solve for two line radiation
fields simultaneously using only the four levels in Code 2. The two lines
are then represented by the 3 - 1 and 2 - 1 transitions. The corresponding
X and Y values for the 3 - 1 lines are
X 1 M-- -
A51  51 1 52 M1
III.31
1 l1  21 R1)Y A 31 (C13+P13 Mil
where
M =  P21 + P21 + P23 + P23
III.352
R = P + P1 = P12 +  12
In the general case 'el and Bs are obtained from Code 1 at each
optical depth. Code 1 can be run for arbitrary values of J for the lines
or A for the continuum rates.
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C. Evaluation of Ak
The evaluation of Ak follows that of Avrett and Loeser (1969)
which is recommended for further details. Fk(x) is represented by
K
Fk= E f(xk)j C 0< x xKj=1
whereIII. 33
where
f(x) = , O x xK
when j = 1, and
(1 - -)( - y - , O x x
f(x) j = 1 III. 34
0, x j x xK
when j = 2,3,...K.ly is an adjustable parameter.
Ak is given by
S111.3-1
Ak = j jkj=l
-1
where fjk is the inverse of f(xk)j and
III. 36
x1 (1 - ), j = 2,3 ... K.
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D. Samule Solution - Two Lines
The inputs to code 2 to begin the iterative solution are the
nj/n1 . Approximate starting values are obtained from code 1. We shall
illustrate the solution by discussing the populations n2/nl1 n3/n1 and
nK/nl, where 1, 2 and 3 designate the lower level and two upper line
levels for which the transport equations are solved and K the continuum
level. e. and BS are obtained as described in Section III.B. n1 and
the optical depths at the geometric depth points are calculated by the
code from the given population ratios and 'TOTAL' For the initial run,
the upward radiative rates are those given by the optically thin case.
S values are calculated from Eq. 111.12. J is found from the Sj and
the new radiative excitation rate based on J. is used to obtain new
values of n./n I through code 1 or a simpler 3 or 4 level solution. The
new values of nj/n1 and J are used as input to code 2 (or 3) to obtain
the other line intensity.
We illustrate the solution for two lines in Fig. 111- for T =
4O 12 -3 e2 x 10  OK and ne = 10 cm . The Figure shows results for n2/nl,
n3/nl and nK/nI as a function of the number of iterations. The initial
-6 2
values of n2/n1 and n3/n are 10 and nK/nI is 10 . The solutions
have essentially converged after 2-3 iterations. Solutions at the surface
of the layer are labeled -0; solutions at the center of the layer are
labeled -C. The codes have been tested for a number of simultaneous line
and continuum transfer problems. There have been no convergence difficul-
ties provided the lines and continuua chosen for solution do significantly
effect each other.
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Figure III-i 2 LINE SOLUTION - CONVERGENCE
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IV. CONTINUUM TRANSPORT SOLUTION
A. Basic Equations
The statistical equilibrium equation for one bound level (nl) and
one contiuum level (nk ) is
n a
nl [4 a-v J dv + C ] =
n h v 1k
V1
n k a -hT hv3
-[ 41 e ( + J ) dv + Cl k ], IV.1
: VC1
where the * refers to the LTE population at a given electron temperature and
density. It is convenient to express the population ratio nl/n k in terms of
the non-equilibrium parameter bl,
b I = (nl/n*) / (nk/nk). IV.2









d d = k dz
k= n a
The values of bli at depth i are found by solving the set of equations
b
N 1 e.
1 1SM.. - -- i = 1, 2. .... N IV.5
j=1 ij i
where
1 K (A- 1 ) gk -y- ej
M.. A.. - Z A W e k1J i ea R k=l k ijk k
i 1
I.6
Ai j = 1, j = i
0, j i
and K ,gk 
- i
Ri = Z Ak - e . IV. 7
k=l k
T is the optical depth at the continuum threshold at depth i, ei  hvl/kTi,
Yk = Vk/l' k = 1, 2, ...K, a set of dimensionless frequency values and gk
-3
are values such that gk yk represents the frequency dependence of the photo-
ionization cross section. The optical depth is given by
gk 1
T - .. IV.8
ik g Y 1I
a1 Yb
e.a and b are coupling parameters whose calculation is described in the next
1 1 (-l) (A)
section. The values of wijk are related to w.ij k  as follows,
(A-l) wij k  -i, J=lWijk = jk(A) IV.9
wijk
The mean intensity of the radiation field is given by
N )
( ) jk IV. 10Jik =  Wijk b..j=1 1ij
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B. Evaluation of a and e.i d I
eia and ei b follow from the statistical equilibrium equation solution
for bl,
1 (Rlk/Rlk*) + 
b
-




Rk = 4 h v
hvv
V1
For two bound levels (1,2) and a continuum level k, e.a and .b are
P P
b 1 12 P2k
Rlk 2k
S. . IV.13
a 1 + (n2 /n P2 1 (n/n 2 )Pk2
Rlk lk P2  + P2k
For an N level model the corresponding equations are
b 1 1 A
(Clk + Q l/ 1 k 1
IV. 14
a 1 1 Ak p
Cl (  + 1 E P QQ. A j 1 j k
a and bcaneasilybeobtainedfromroram 1.
£ and £ can easily be obtained from program i.
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C. Evaluation of A'k
The Ak coefficients are defined such that
Y K ,
F(y)dy = Ak Fk  IV.15
1 k=l
where Fk is the value of F at y = yk. Here, 1< yk K. With unity
instead of zero as the lower integration limit, we determine the Ak
coefficients as follows.
Let f' (y)j = 1, i y <yk'
when j = 1, and
(1- y-1 l) (1 - Y y-1l), 1i y yj IV.16
S0, yj y < YK'
-1
when j = 2,3,...K. Let f jk be the inverse of f'(yk)j . Then
K
-1A = g j fk IV. 17
j=1
where
g9 YK-1, j =1 IV.18
-1)(1- ), j = 2,3,...N.
Y is an adjustable parameter.
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V. CODES
A. Code 1 - Solution of Statistically Steady State Population
Equations
1. Main Program
In our own internal notation, this code is designated as P48. The
main program reads f numbers, wavelengths (lambda), electron and radiation
temperatures, the energy level model, recombination coefficients, con-
verts energy differences from wave numbers to electron volts, and writes
all the above before entering subroutine CONSTS. The subroutine CONSTS
as well as other subroutines are described in the next section. The
radiation temperature is that characterizing the external Blackbody
radiation field incident upon the layer. The indices on the f numbers
refer to the ion and the upper and lower line levels respectively.
On return to the main program, more quantities are read in and
printed out, such as: the total line center optical depth of the layer,
the dilution factor for the external radiation, the electron density,
the indeces of the chosen thick line, the depth points at which
solutions are to be obtained, a constant divisor for the elements of
the main matrix to prevent overflow, Y values for thick lines, and
various control numbers. These quantities are entered here in order
to be able to run a series of different solutions by changing any or
all of them without changing the electron or radiation temperatures
and, thereby, having to recalculate the many reaction rates.
After the above have been printed and the ratio of B/BT rcal-
culated the subroutine AMAT is entered to calculate the elements and
cofactors of the A matrix for the optically thin case. The rate equa-
tion matrix represented by Eq. II-3 is printed out. The matrix is
30 x 30 corresponding to the number of energy levels. Selected cofactors
are printed out. The accuracy of the solution can be checked by compari-
son of cofactors with the same j values.
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The solution for the non-equilibrium populations n. is obtained
in AMAT. The solutions are printed for the optically thin case along
with LTE solutions for the same temperature and density. The optical
depth at the center of each line is calculated and printed out for a
layer of optical thickness T1 in the line specified in the input.
Some further quantities such as the physical thickness of the layer H
are calculated and the subroutine ELIM is entered to compute e, f and C
The program now repeats the calculation with the specified set
of Y values read in. Next, a DO loop on depth is set up. In the list-
ing given there is no depth variable. In calling for one to obtain
values of T and ( for example, it would enter into the calculation of
the quantity FF, which is used to alter the Y value for the thick line.
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2. Description of Sub-Programs
Subroutine AMAT(KK)
AMAT calculates elements of the A matrix using quantities determined
by CONSTS. Once all the elements are found, they are divided by a constant
to prevent overflow. Cofactors are calculated, summed, and used to determine
X. From this the n. are found. Next the neq i are found and the ratio n./neqi
Last, before returning to the main program, the optical depths are calculated
and printed for each f value.
KK = 0 , optically thin solution
KK = 1 , optically thick solution for any Y f 0.0.
Function COFACT (NR, NC, NE, D)
COFACT finds the cofactor of matrix D for row NR, column NC. NE is
the number of rows and columns in D.
Function C0LL (T, I, J., K, N)
Function COLL calculates certain electron collisional excitation and
ionization coefficients for special points.
T = electron temperature (OK)
I, J, K = indeces of coefficient
N = 1 , excitation coefficient calculated
N = 2 , ionization coefficient calculated
Subroutine CONSTS
Initially, if the radiation temperature is different from the electron
temperature, CONSTS reads in new values of Pijk calculated at Tr . It then
calculates the electron collisional ionization and recombination coefficients,
the radiative ionization rate, the Bijk and Bikj, the electron collisional
excitation coefficient, the Einstein spontaneous transition probability, and
t-li F:in.;tein absorpijon transition probability multiplied by the Planck function.
The subscript i rLefet's to the ion, the second subscript the beginning level
and the last subscript the ending level of the transition.
2
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Subroutine ELIM (RHO, AP)
AP = Einstein spontaneous transition probability for the thick
line (K7, K8, K9)
RHO = h\ 5 /c 2 , where v is calculated at (K7, K8, K9)
This computes double cofactors for use in calculating eta and iota.
It is called from the main program and uses the function ELM2.
Function EIM2 (IRA, ICA, KRA, KCA, RMAT, Z)
IRA = row index of ist row to be eliminated
ICA = column index of ist column to be eliminated
KRA = row index of second row to be eliminated
KCA = column index of second column to be eliminated
RMAT = contains reduced matrix
Z = sign of cofactor (Z = ± 1).
ELM2 eliminates two rows and two columns from the A matrix and places
the reduced matrix in RMAT.
3
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B. Radiative Transfer Codes
Two codes have been developed under this program. The first
(code 2) represents a numerical solution of the line transport equation
given in Section III. The second (code 3) represents a numerical solu-
tion of the continuum transport equation. Listings of these codes appear
in Appendices B and C. The simultaneous solution of several line and/or
continuum transport eqs. with the population eqs. is accomplished by
iteration. Initial values for population ratios are estimated from
various solutions obtained from code 1 (see Section II). After obtain-
ing the radiation intensities from codes 2 and 3 the new radiative
rates are used as input to code 1 to obtain new population ratios to be
used in the next iteration.
Code 2 requires the specification of certain quantities involving
da b
S and B. while code 3 requires 8 and eP. There are two methods provided
for determining these quantities. One option is to calculate them in
code 1 and simply read them in. (Code 1 is now set up to calculate the
quantities T and C which are read in and are related in a simple manner --
see Eq. 111.24. The quantities ea and eb are easily related to the co-
factors generated by code 1. Code 1 will generate arbitrary cofactors
depending upon input parameters.)
A more approximate method of calculating these quantities is pro-
vided directly in the two codes. Code 2 will obtain the solution for
E and BS from a 4 level model (3 bound levels and 1 continuum level).
Code 3 has the option of solving for ea and e from a 3 level model
(2 bound levels and 1 continuum level). These approximate solutions can
be very useful for some purposes.
A symmetrical (about the center of the layer) geometrical grid
(called Z in the program) is set up given the total geometric depth and
ntmbi* o ' d ivlr'd decades. Currently, the maximum number of decades is
set at 5 giving a total number of points of 31. This calls for solution
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of a 31 x 31 matrix and may create underflow or overflow problems.
The number of decades required for convergence must be tested for each
problem.
Optical depth points at each geometric depth are next calculated
from an integration over geometric depth at a given frequency.
Steps in frequency are now calculated using the quantities
v-v
o in the bound level cases and y = v/vKl in the continuum. Step
sizes are input quantities and are constant in x and y. The maximum x
_x
2
is found by choosing the first value of x such that e 7T 1.0,
and the maximum y such that 7max/y 3  1.0.
Certain quantities uniquely dependent on frequency are now calcu-
lated, such as f(y), g(y), A(y), f'(x), g'(x), and A'(x). A loop over
(A) ( b-1)frequency is set up with index k to compute the W (ijk and Wijk. (byijk ijk
means .of the subroutine WMAT) and then sums over frequency are taken within
the loop to arrive at the coefficients in the final equations: Wij in
the bound case and M.. in the continuum.
1J
Once the integration over frequency is completed, the program
sets up a matrix, called EM, for solution of the simultaneous equations
to get S or 1/b . These are then punched in cards along with the pop-
ulation ratios to be used as inputs to the next step in the iteration.
The S. or b.. are used to determine new line or continuum radiative
rates which are then used as input to code 1. New values for the popula-
s a and b
tions and the parameters ei, B , e. and e are obtained and are used inbeginning the next s ep ofthe teration.
beginning the next step of the iteration.
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBPROGRAMS
SUBROUTINE WMAT (NZ, TCT)
WMAT calculates Wi(A) and Wi (A-) for those areas of the matrices
where 71 -Tj is less than TCUT.
FUNCTION NOSONI (A, X, L, LMAX)
NOSONI is a matrix inversion routine using the method outlined on page
434 of Hildebrand, Introduction to Numerical Analysis (New York, 1956).
A is a matrix of order L with column dimension LMAX. Its elements are
assumed to be stored columnwise in the usual Fortran manner. X is work-
ing storage of length L. The inverse of A will replace A. Upon return,
NOSONI = 1 if inversion went properly, = 0 if a divisor is zero, in which
case, A may contain garbage.
FUNCTION ESB (X, N)
This routine uses the function EXIN to obtain E(X), the exponential integral
of order 1 in X. It then calculates EN(X), where N = 2, 3 or 4 from the rec
recurrence relation EN+l(X) = y[ex- ZEN(X)l
FUNCTION EXIN (Y)
EXIN obtains E1(Y) from polynomial approximations shown in sections 5.1.53
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APPENDIX A 9
PROGRAM~ FOR SOLUTION OF STEADY STATE 9
EQUATIONS
1* c P , 48A HELIUM
2* c SINGLE PRECISION
3* c VARIABLE RoZERO
4* C ALBT TT15s DIMENSTON DA(2) ALBT TT
6* DIMENSION EV(319919,
7* CoMMON/8LK1/tAU~io),XJ(1o,4),NTAU
8* 1,8LK2/OMEGA(3,19,919) AP(3, 19,19) ,0BC3'19,19) 
.fBARC(, 19,19),9* 2DBAR(3919919),ABARC3919,19, ,v3,19,19)tALPH(3*19,1 0, ,SETA(3,19919)
.10*3 /BLK'3/XEPYMCLPXKoXM*RCHPPAZ




16* 9/RLX13/NLNP9NTMA(3,,NST(3) 9M1(100),MJCIOO),MKCj00 ) .NALPH17* COMMON/BLK15/NFIC 100~ NFJ(I00) ,NFKC 100) ,NOFjS* CALL DATEC990A)
tq* ITYX x 15
20* 10 DO 15 IP1.40
2t* Do 15 J8l940
;xe* 15 AcIJ)*0,
P13* DO 20 18193
?4* DO 20 j4l199
p5* Do 20 KR1,19
26* BETA(IqJtK)uo.
?7* ECI.JK) a U
28* AsAR(IqjqK)uO*











40* oo 30 T121,NOF
42*MItTI) a
43* mJIcI) a
jj4* MK(II) u K
415* NFI(II) 2 1
46* NFJ(II) X J
47* NFK(II) P K





53* XLAM * 876E'05
'j4* ANU CL/XLAM
95* IF (TRq,1.0) 55v55950
56* 50 EX X CH*ANU)/(XK*TR)
57* DEN x FXPCEX) , i.
58* BV z (29*I4*ANtj**3/CL**2)/DEN
159* GO TO 60
60* 55 oy x 000
61* 60 CONTINUE
62*65 FnRMATC28HIELECTRQN TEMPERATURE (TE) xlPEll.1,1,lX?8HRA0IATION1
63* IpERATURE (TR) =El1.40IOXSHBNU xEIILI)
64* Do 70 I113
65* Do 70 Jul919
66* Do 70 KX191 9
67* IF (J.LEeK) GO TO 70
68* F (I9K,3)wF(1v9K)
69* 70 CONTINUE N,7XAA3
70* 75 FORMAT(7HIHELIUM9IOX,4HP48A,1ox,8MPART OL Ot60
71* WRITE (6975)OA
72* 80 FORMAT(9H0F VALUESv22Xq6HLAM8DA/)
73* WRITE (6,80)
74* 85 F'ORMAT(3H F(12qjmvI2v11qI2q3H) =lPE10s3#El594)
715* 00 90 IulwNOF
76* 1I MI(II)
77* J 3mJciI)
78* K 3 MKcII)
74* XL x 1.OE4OB/'ABS(E(I,,J) 0 * I0
80* WRITE (6v$S)l9J9k9F(!uJK),XL
031* 90 CONTINujE
42* Do 95 j1,100o
83* MINJ) a 0
84* Mj(j) x 0
g5* MK(J) * 0
A6* 95 CnNTINuE
87* Do 100 I!U1,NALPH
88* READ (5,35)IJK,(ALpH(IJK)) ,BETA(IJK)
MyTI) x I
90* m(IcI) a J





95* 105 FORMAT(1H0,22X,11HTATITICAL15X9NUMB3R QF917X,99ENERGY VALUES
96* A BOVE/3X,3HION,3x,5HLEVEL11X6HI'NEIGHT,12X,21HOUTFH SHELL ELECTRO
q7* PNS,9X,?ZME(1,1) IN WAVE NUMBERS)
98* 00 110 1*1#3
q9* NJ a NSTCZ)
100* WRITE (6,115)1,(JG(IJ),ZBCIqJ) ,E(IJ) ,J1,NJ)
IQI* 110 CONTINUE
tea* 115 FORMATc~HO,24,!7,F17.oF25.0,F34.Z/(I12,F17,oF'25.oF3492))
103* 120 pFORMATc1Ho, 12X93t$I $.2X, 1H2. i9X. H3//4X, IHK~fix93HJ =#pX. 1Hi ,19I
104* 1 1/)
JO5* 125 PORMA'T(I5,1P2E2097)
106* 130 PORMAT(bH01 8 0)tXI~jXIS
107* 135 p'RMAT(ImO.3XqIHJ96X,3HK *v2X, I~lI4'7X.1r12917X9 M3,jX 14 7XIS
108* j17X,1IH6f17X,1H7/)
I j09* 140 FORMAT(IHOIOXv3RK 0,2XIH8gI7X,1M9,17X,2H10.I6X2H1,16X2412,16X
310* jq2H13qj6x#2HI4/)
111* 145 FORMAT(1M0q3Xt1H,6X3HKI X,2X,2H15,16X,2H16,16X,?HN 7, 6X,2H18,16X,
113* 150 FoRmAT(6H01 4 2
114* 155 7ORMAT(IHO,3XvltHJ,8X,3HK *,2XIHi ' 9X,1M2. 19x.1MH3,t9X,1H4,19X, P45,
I is* t/)








1,24* DO 185 1*1.3
1 s* JL a NST(I)
1,26* Do 185 JUlJL
1,27* Do 185 K*1,4L
129* EV(IJK) x 1.23977Eui04*EZ(I*JK)
130* 185 CONTINUE
131* WRITE (6,190)
132* 190 FORMAT(IOM.IDECI,4,K),,29X,36MENERGY DIFF~ERENCES IN FLECTRON VOLTS)
133* WRITE (6,1I30)
134* WRITE t69130)




















154* 200 READ (540)NOY
155* READ (5,40)IPROBVILAST
156* Do 205 Ilti3
157* 0D 205 Jlet19
158* DO 205 K.1t19
159* Y(IOJVK) = W
160* 205 CONTINUE
161* NSWT * 0
162* WRITE (6,210)
163* 210 PORMAT(tH1,53X,7HP a 48A/S4X,16HSINGLE PRECISTON/SXiSNHARIABLE
164* .*ZERO/54X,27MGAUSS * HERMITE QUAURATURE)
165* WRITEC6b215) TIWXNEKTK8tK9LENTAUDoIVIDEtNSWT.(TAU(I)I=1t 9N
166* U)
167* 215 FORMAT(5HOTI IPEL10O 3 /4H W mE10o3/6H XNE *EIo,3/5H K7 *13/5H K8
148* 13/5H K9 I3/5H LE I3/7TH NTAU I13/9M DIVIDE =EIO,3/7H NSwT 213/6
169* ;TAU *(E10.3))
170* WRITE (6,220)NFNTNL
171* 220 FORMAT(SH NF" I2/SH NT 4I2/5H NL I2)
172* WRITE (6,225)IpROB
173* 225 FORMAT(15MHPROBLEM NUMBER,14)
1i4* IF (NOy) 2301260#230
175* 230 WRITE (6,235)
176* 235 FORMAT(9HOY VALUES/)
177* 240 FORMAT(3H Y(12,IH12,1tHt 2,t3H) UIPE92)
178* 00 255 IJatNOY
179* READ (5S25)IvJK'(Y(Ty,JK))
180* XNU c CL*EZ(ItJK)
181* EV * (H*XNU)/(XK*T)
182* EyZ 8 (H*XNU)/(XK*TR)
183* IF (CEY*GT,8So)OR,(EYZGT.85.0)) GO TO 245
184* b80 20HNU*XNU( /c)NU/CLEXP2)*XU/(EXP(HXNU XK*T )) 10)
185* BTR * 2*0*H*XNU*(XNU/CL**2)*XNU/(EXP(M*XNU/(xK*TR)) 10)
186* BoBTR z BO/BTR
187* GO TO 250
188* 245 CONTINUE
189* ExY * XNU*CH!/XK)1(1o/TR 0 1.0/T)
190* 9oBTR m EXP(EXY)
191* 250 CONTINUE
192* Y(I.,JK) * Y(IJ#K)*SOBTR
193* Y(IoKqJ) * Y(I,J'K)
194* WRITE (6,240)I,JvKjY(IJK)
195* 255 CONTINUE
196* GO TO 275
197* 260 WRITE (6t265)
198* 265 FORMAT(17TOALL Y(I,J,K) w W)
199* WRITE (6.270)
200* 270 FORMAT(25H ALL ABAR MULTIPLIED BY W/37H ALL B(IJK) MULTIPLIED
201* VY Y(I#J9K)/30H 8(ItJ,K) IN 88 TABLE S1 AT TR)
202* 275 WRITE (6,280)XNE*W




207* HEM 2 6*69E"24
99
2nA* So 9 2,0*XK*T/HEM
209* XNUM c SQRT(SQ)
210* VV X XNUM*ANU/CL





216* 01 x (nl*DX)etM.O*PI*SQRT(P!))
217* WRITE (6q2903DI#0v9Dx
218* 290 FORMAT(9H0I/UELT 81P~11l*4910Xs4HDV =E11e49l1OyltnX zEjlv4)
219* KK X 0
220* WRITE (692 9 5)IRO#ICO
221* 295 FoRMAT(14HOELIP4INATE ROW91395X96I4COLUMNgIS)
22* xNJU*CL*Ez(K<7oK8,l(9)





228* Do 325 LYUINTAU
229* Ev M (H*XNU)/CXK*T)
2110p vZ m (H*XNU)/(XIR*TRI
231* IF ((EYsGT*85*0)*QR.cEYZ*GT*85.0)) Go TO 3o5
232* £O2.*H*XNU*(XNU/CL**2)*XNU/(EXP(H*XNU/(X(*T) )u,)
233* 8TR=2.*H*XNU*(XNU/CL**2)*XNU/(EXP(H*XNU/(XK*YR) )-.0)
234* MOBTP 3 80/BTR
235* Go TO 310
236* 305 CONTINUE
237* EXY a XNU*(H/XK)*(1.fl/TR w1.0/T)
238* BOBTR a EXP(EXY)
239* 310 CONTINUE
240* FF x OBTR
241* YfK79KRt(9) XFV
242* Y(K'7,9,90) 2 *
243* 88Cm8f3cI~7K8vK9)*FF
245* WRITE (6 3i5),TAU(LY) ,K79KK 9 98BC'K7,K9 9,fl.~nK7KBK9K7K 9,K 8,
2a7* 315 FORMAT(6H1TAU *1PE13.6,1JXSHBB*Y( 12,jH, 129t, T 2,3H) =F13,694X95HP
249* 2tH91293H) xE13,6)
250* WRITE c6t3P0)
291* 320 FORmAT(89X,13Hy IS CflNSTANY)
252* CALL AMATCI)
253* OX3 TI/(ZAN(17)*SIG)
2154* DI 2 ZAN(9)*A94*(H*ANJL)/DV
2c55* DT~ a (r*tX)/(4,0*PI*8GRT(PI))




260* Go TO (091959200),IIAST
2ts1t* F NV
)I ArNCST T S
kTI(,N TIME 2 4,~79 CPU SLCONI)S
100
1* St BROUTINE AmAT(KK)
2* DIMENSION CAPC40'4Q),p!C4Q)9RJC(40),XN(3919)
5* 1 /tLK3/XEtpI.HoCL#XPK.XM#RCH#PAZ
6* 4/SLK4L/EC3, I9) EZC3, 9. 19) ,FC3, 9.19) ,G(3, 19) ,7!(39 t9)
7* 9/LKS/TTRNQOXNEWAC40,M0) ,DIVIDE






14* 10 FORMATC17HIENTER AMAT, KK *12)




19* NSTART 2 MAUI)
20* NEND aMA(141) 1
21* IF (I-P3) 20.15,1"
;)2* 15 WEND a NSTART
?3*20 K 0
?4* DO 119 MaNSTARTeNEND
26* IF (I'NF) 35,35#25
77* 25 NJ 2 MAC! 1)
28* NXJ 2 MACI) -
29* 0S
30)* Do 30 N*NJNK
31* 3 2 +
32* A(MN) X XNE*OBAN(.Iw ,JvK) + W*ABAR(Im9JqK)
33* 30 CONTINUE
34* 35J1 a0
35* Do 95 NUNSTART#NL.ND
38* J3J+ 1
37* Yy a YtIJqK)
38* IF(KKEO.0) V'f W
39* IF (M"N~) 40050945
40* 40 A(MvN) = XNE*OmEAIj#K) + YY*8B(I,49K) +4pljK
41* Go TO 95
42* 45 A(MqN) = XNE*OmE6.ACI,jtK) + BB(IJK)*YV
4j3* Go TO 95
101
44* so sob 0.0
45* SAL x 0.0
(46* SOM z 000
~j*SAB 3 0.0
so* SAP = 000
5*SSE = 0.0
R52* IF (IvNL) 55965065
!53* 55 on 60 LUINSH
C;4* ~ ~ 808 aOOB+0AR(IJsL)
f~s* SAB 9 SAS + ABAR(IJL)
1;6* 60 CONTINuJE
t;T*65 IF (I',wF) 80,80,70
458* 70 DO 75 LL*1,N$L
539* SSE mSSE + tBETA(ItJoLL)
h0* SOB x SDS + 0HAR(ItJoLL)
61* SAL a SAL + ALPH(I9,,LL)
62* 75 CoNTINUE
6s3* 80 Do 90 LI19NS
44* IF (L.EQ.J) go TO 85
65* 5nM *SOM + OMEGA(IJL)
66* yv YtI#J.L)
67* Ip(F(K*EQ00) VY a W
68* SBY a SBY + 88CIqJvL,*YY
,s9* 85 IF CL.GE.J) GO TO 90
70* SAP aSAP + AP(I9JoL)
71* 90 CnN~TINiiE
72* A (mvN) 3.XNE* (SOW*SAL.SOM)I*W*SABPSPYuXNE***SPFiXNE*(XNE*SDR).SAP
73* 95 CONTINUjE
74* IF (IwNL) 100,110,110
79* 100 NJ MA(I#1)
76* NK 3NJ + NST11) sp I
774! 40
78* Do 105 N:NJNK
79* 1 J1+ I





IPO FORMATC18HO VIVIVE MATRIX 8Y1PF12.4)
96* IF (KKONEoQ) Go To 130
57*I =i MAWM)
838* T2 x MA(NL) + NST(NL,
89* IpOUMA(K7)+KbII.
go C0 a MA0K7) *It
91* N00212PIi1
92* WRITE (6,125)LE1.I?,IRQ.ICOtNOO
93* 125 FORMATC1HO,3X,2HLE,4Y,2H11 ,4X,2HI~,3X,3MIRo,3 X,3HICO,3X,93HNOO/6I6
q4* 130 IF (II.EQ.1) Go To 140
q5* Do 135 ImtOOO




lot* 140 Do 145 I,1,NOO
102
102* On 145 J1,NUO
103* 145 A(I,J) u A(I,J)/DIVIDE
104* WRITE (6,150)
105* 150 FnRMAT(65HoQ(I) 2 SUM OF ALL ELEMENTS IN COLUMN I OF RATE EQUATI
106* iON MATRIX/)
107* 00 165 I=I1NOO
108* 0QT0.
109* 00 155 Jst,NO
I0o* 155 OTaQT+A(CJI)
111* WRITE (6,160)I,QT
112* 160 FORMAT(3H Q(12,3H) 31PE15e6)
113* 165 CONTINUE
114* IF (KK) 170,170,175
115* 170 WRITE (6,300)
116* GO TO 180
117* 175 wRITE (b6305)
118* 180 Do 185 IuI,NO0
119* 185 WRITE (6,190)j,(A(IJ),JstNO00)
1?0* 190 FORMAT(IHO,1392XIP9E14.4/(6Xt9E14.4))
121* WRITE (6,320)
t22* DO 200 LCtNO0
IP3* Do 200 LRzI,N00
124* IF (LC.GT.2ANDOLR.GT,2) GO TO 200
125* CAP(LRLC).COFAC(LR9LCsNOOA)
16* wRITE (6,195)LR,LCCAP(LReLC)
1?7* 195 FORMAT(22H CUFACTOR OF ELEMENT AvI4t2XIHlpF15,b)
128* 200 CONTINUE
129* PP=O,





135* JF o 0
136* DO 215 JxNFNL
137* JL a NST(J)
138* DO 210 InuJL
139* JF x JF + I
140* PPQ x (E(JI) w E(LE,t))*H*CL/CXK*T)
141* P2 a 0,5*PPQ
142* EX 2 ExP(.P2)
143* RI(JF) a CFI**(JwLE)*G(JoI)/G(LE1)*EX
144* RICJF) a RI(JF)*EX
145* ASUM 2 ASUM + RI(JF)
146* 210 CONTINUE
147* 215 CONTINUE
148* DO 220 IxI.N00
149* ZAN(I) a ALAMB*CAP(,ol)
50s* 220 CONTINUE
151* WrITE (6,225)ALAMBASUM
152* 225 FORMAT(10HOLAMBDAjt 9PE15.6S5X,9HLAMB0AE :5E15.6)
153* IF (KK) 2309230,235
154* 230 WRITE (6.310)
1C5* Go TO 240
19;6 235 wRITE (6,315)
157* 240 0O 250 Iw1iNO0
18* LKI1 -t1
199* XNEQ(I) a RI(I)/ASUM
103
60* RJ(1) a ZAN(l)/XNEQ()
61* wRITE (b,245)LXZAN(T),RJ(I)vXNEG(I)
162* 245 FORMAT(13,2XT3HN elPE157,?2X97HN/NEQ :=EIS,7,2X95HNEQ aE 15,7)
163* 250 CONTINUE
164* GO TO (255,260),K7
165* 255 SIG23 : 3,74wEI2/SQRT(T)
166* XN20 3 ZAN(1)*XNE/10.0
167* GO TO 265
168l 260 SIG23 = 2.84tL12/SQRT(T)
169* XN 2 0 ZAN(20)*XNE/Io,O
170* 265 HH a T 1 /(XN2O*SIG23)
171* wRITE (69270)HH
172* 270 FORMAT(4HOH ilPE11I4)
173* IJ Z 0
174* DO 280 IDNF#NL
175* JL * NST(1)
176* DO P75 J*l,JL
177* IJ 1 IJ + 1




182* 285 FORMAT(IIHI( Ir Jq K),5XIHF,1IX,2HOD)
183* DO 295 LmIoNUF
184* I a NFI(L)
185* J 2 NFJ(L)
186* K 2 NFK(L)
187* o 2 (XN(I,K)/xN(K7K9g))*(F(1,KJ)/F(K07K9K))*(E7 (K7,K99K8)/
18* jEZ(IK,J))*Ti
189* WRITE (6,290)IKtJF(IoKj)vOD
190* 290 FORMAT(2H (12,tHI2tH,12,1H),IPEIO.3EIS5.7)
191* 295 CoNTINUE
192* RETURN
193* 300 FORMAT(IH1,2X,1HI,5Ox,20HRATE EQUATION MATRIX)
194* 305 FORMAT(IHI,2XIHl,35X,52HRATE EQUATION MATRIX INCLUDING THICK RADJ
195* IATION FIELD)
196* 310 FORMAT(24HIOPTICALLY THIN SOLUTION/)








4* Q/RLK13INL.NFNTMA(3) ,NST(3) ,Ml(100 ,MJ(1o0) ,MK(j00 ) ,NALPH
5* DATA MA/l,20#30/#NST/19,10,1/
6* nATA G(,)Ju19
0*-DATA ((E(IJ) ,Ju1,i991 ,Iu3)/0.,159850s329166271,70,169081.50,
XI* 1171129.159 183231.O8,184859.oO6, 8S559,09, l8609599o9 86099.229





1*DATA (Z(,)J, 9  I,)l*s11,*.
18* DATA XEPIM9CLXKXMRCHPAZ/4.8O3E.10,3.14 6,6.6p56E.27,
19* t 299979E10. ).38O5Eml6,9,1091Em28,2.179Ewl"11,797E,17/
?0* END
,GNOST ICS
ON TIME 1 52 CPU SECONUS




5* Do 10 I1@NP
6* 1 R3I
8* Do 10 Jj1NP
9* IcmJ
10*IF(J.Gf.NC) IC*J4~1
it* 10 EfIfj) aD(I'RtIC)
12* V 1.0S
13* M 2 NDETRM(MN9NPvEvY)
j . 4*IF (Mui2) 3oo15,20
15* is wqITE (6v3S)NRNC;vY
j 6* GD TO 25
17* 20 WpITE e6.940)NRONC
18* 25 YV 0.0






25* 35 FORMAT(23H0****** OVER/UNDERFLOWv10X,4HNH 213poX.'4HNC lo
?6*i ty IPEtI*4)





























*?* XKT z XK*T/1*602EO12
28* EV(I#JoK) Z 1,239??Ewo4*EZ(I#JqK)
?9* GO Tn (10915)oN
30* 10 EX 3 At,(Itj#K)*EV(IvjgK)/XKT
31* At a T**AN(I9jqK).
32* A2 x EXP(wEX)
33* cnLL a A(ItJgK)*AI*Ap
34* RFTURN
.19* 15 EF x ARSCE(I+19K) a F(jqj))
36* EG = J,23977Lwo4*EF
37* EX z ABLCI)*EG/XKT
.is* At a T**ABN(l)
,;9* A? x ExP(wEX)














9* 10 FORMAT(lH0fj2Xq3Hj 0q2XvlH2919XvlH3//4X9lHKv8X93HJ Xt2X91H1919XVI
10 * i 1/)
It* 15 FoRMAT(I5flP2E20s7)
12* 20 FORMAT(IHO*12X93HI mg2X9lHl#l9X9jH2//4XqlHj98X#3HK w92X9jHj9l9Xvl,,4
13* 1 W
1.4* 25-FORMATCbHOI S 1)
15* 30 FORMAT(IH093X*tHJ96X@3HK X92XttHl9t7XotH2#17x$IH301IXoIH4#tTX#IH59
16* il7X#lH6vj7XqlH7/)




?1* 45 FORMAT(bHOI 9 2)
22* 5o.FORMAT(jHoq3X9jHJ98X*3HK 8t2XOIHI!19X9lH29l9YotH3919XtlM49l9XOIMSO
23* 1/)




?a* TE a T
29* TRTE x TR/TE
30* FFI x (SORT(2**Pl*(Xm/H)*TF)*SQRT(XK/H))**3
31* FF2 X FFI*TRTE**195
32* HCKTxH*CL/(XK*TE)
33* HCKTR a HCKT/TRTL




38. c ORIGINALLY SUOSA
39* Do 130 IJX19NALPH
tjo* IF (TABoLl9loOE-05) ro TO 80
at* READ (5;75)IvKqj;TTRqAL#BE
42* 75 FORMAT( 16t3 15s
j13* BETA(IqKtJ) 2 BE
107
)4* GO TO 85
5* 80 I = MI(IJ)
46* K = MJ(IJ)
7* J MK(IJ)
48* TTR * TR
19* AL = ALPHCIK,)
sO* BE : BETA(IKJ)





568 FF3 8 AL + BE
57* ARG a FFSHCKTR
58* IF (ARG*GE8 8g0) GO TO 90
9q* Y2 I EXP(-ARG)
60* Gn TO 95
61* 90 Y2 = 0.0
62* 95 ABAR(I,J,K) 2 2.O0G(eI,,K)/G(IJ)*Y2*FF2*FF3
63* IF (XZ,GEe88,) GO TO 100
64* Yt=EXP (sXZ)
6s* Go TO 105
66* 100 Y1i0.
67* 105 F! a (3,1 * t1Z/X * ,9/X**2)
68* IF ((J.EQl)oAND.(KE0Q.1)) GO TO 110
69* OBAR(I,4,K)ol15t$.8*FI*ZB(IOJ)*TI*Yl/EZ2**2
70* GO TO 115
71* 110 ORAR(I,J,K) 2 COLL(TIJ,K*,2)
72* 115 CONTINuE
73* IF (XZGE.88,) GO TO 120
74* DBARCI+1KoJ)tG(194)/G(I+IK)/2,*XP(XZ)*FFF*OBAR(ItJK)





80g 135 FORMAT(12HIBETA(IOJK)27X,42HSTIMULATEO RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT(
819* AT TR) c
82* WRITE (6,140)





88* 150 FORMAT(12HI10AR(19JeK)927X,43HELECTRON COLLISTONAL IONIZATION COEF(
9* IFTICIENT) c
90* WRITE (6,20)
9t* WRITE (6,15)(J,OBAR(itjt)OBAR(2Jt1),tJut19) (
92* WRITE (6,155)
93* 155 FORMAT(12HIDBAR(IJtK),27X,46HELECTRON COLLISIONAL RECOMBINATION C(
94* iOEFFICIENT)
95. WRITE (6910)
96* WRITE (6.15)(KDOAR(P?,IK),DBAR(3.1 K),Kt, 19)
97* C
0o* WRITE (6,160)TTR




lo2* C WRITE~ (6915)(JAbiAR(1,tJ,1),A8AR(293,1),Jal,1q)
lo0L* C M************** ORIGINALLY COMBB ********~******





Ito* 165 FORMAT(I13X,1Hi.,4X,1M3,4X,1HK,11X,8HB(IpJK) ,l2X,8H8(I,K,J)/)
111* no 280 1.1,3
11?*J 31 NS1T(I)
113* DO 280 JvIJL
tl4* DO 280 Kirw1JL
115* Ev a J023977jwg4*EZcyJ9K)
116* ENZ 8 EV/13*6
117* X78EZ(IoJtK)*HCKT
118* Ext a E:Xp(wXZ)
119* EX2 = FX1*.2
1?0* ExlO a EXI**10
121* E07? a EXI**17
122* Ex3O m EXI;*30 f
1?3* EXIOO a EXZO**10
124* IF CXZ.GEs88a0) Go To 170
125* Y1EEXPcsxZ)
126* Go TO 175
1pT* 170 YIUOS0
1?8* 175 IF CJ*GE..K) GO TO 280
jp9* IF (19GTOI) 60 TO 215
130* IF (J.EG,1) GO TO 245
13j* IF CJ*EQ.2) 60 TO 249
132* IF C(J#EQ#3)AND$CK#EQq4)) GO TO 245
133* IF ((J.Eo*3)*AND*CK#Fg.5)) GO TO 24S
130* IF (F(ItKtj)*LE#IeOE.7) GO TO 19o
135* C
136* c ***** ORIGINALLY SU36 ******************I
1.37* V2=Y1/XZ
138* ZwI./xz
1,39* IF (EP*XzsGEa8.) GO TO 180
140* Y32EXP(.KZ*EP)/XZ
141* GO TO 185
142* 180 Y3=090
143* 185 Ft a 0,14*EXI
la4* F? a "0e083*EX?
145* F3 2 -OsO53*tXI7
146* OIEGACIJjK) x C38*F('I,4,K)*CF1 F2 +' F3)/(T2*XZ**2)
147* Go TO 250
148* c




1153* IF (XZ19.GE.88s) GO To 195
11;4* F39EXPC*XZl)
1155* FlOF3*(14+YO)
1436* GO TO 200
1 f7* 19S Ft=090
I sim*F3200
15;9* 2~00 IF (XZ.GE,8So) GO TO 20S
109
0*F2EXP (.xz)
1 * Go TO 210
162* 205 F22090
163* 210 OMEGA(I9J9K)xC*((FZ.FI)/YO*F3)(
164* OmEGA(ZtJ#() a OMEGA(IvjIK)/ENZ
165* GO TO 250
166* 215 IF (F(TKvj)sL~e.1Ew7) GO TO 240
167* c
168* c M********** ORIGINALLY SU38
169* Y2=YIIXZ
170* IF C2**XZ*GE*B8.Q) Go TO 220
171* Y3UEXPCw?o*XZ)/XZ
172* Go TO 225 C
JT3* 220 Y3=0*0
173* 225 IF (48 $XZsGEsS88) GO TO 230
175* V4 EEXP;u408*XZ)/XZ
176* Go TO 235
t77* 23o Yaxoso
178* 235 F1 a 0*2*EXI
179* F? a Co.045/XZ)*Lx2
18*F3 x wC0v024/XZ)*EX1O c
1at* F4 OC0.016/XZ)*[X30
182* FS a w(1: 33 +00 005/xz)*Extoo
1g3* OMEGAC!,JK) * C3$*F(IJK)*(FI F2 + F3 *F4~ FS)/(T2*xZ)
180* Gn TO 250 C
185s* cC
186* ****** ORIGINALLY sU39 **************~****
187* 240 OmEGACIqJK)=C39*Y1/G(ItJ)
188* OmEGACIOj$K) a OMEGA(~JK/N
189* GO TO 250
Igo* 245 OmEGA(ItJPK) 2COI.LT1i9JO91 c
191* 250 IF (XZ.GE#88 4) GO TO 255
192* OmEGA(IKj)UGCIJ)/GCIK)*ExPCxZ)*OMEGA(1,JK) c
193* Go TO 260
194* 255 QmLGA(I9K9J)40.0 c
195* 260 IF (F(!,KsJ)eLEv1.Ew7) GO TO 280C
196* XNUUCL*E.Z(IoK,3)
197* CAP8.o*PI**2*(XE**2/xM)*CXNU/CL**2 ) * XNU/CL) c
1,*AP( IKJ)UGCIJ)/G(I ,K)*CAP*F(IKJ)C
199* RVIJK c 490*PI**2*XE**2*F(IKj)/( CXM*CL)*(H*XNU))
201j* WRITE (6v265)I,4,'KBV?4KSVIKJ
202* 265 FORMATC31591P2E2094)
2o3* ARG X H*XNU/(XIR)
2o4* ARG * m.5*ARG
205* IF (ARG088,0) 275#27o#270
206* 270 BSCI9J9K) x 0.0
207* BB(ItK#J) a QOP
208* Go TO 280
209* 275 PART x EXP(ARG)
210* PF (2#0*H.*XNU)*XNU/CL)**2/CpART w 1.00)
1211*BBCI#vK) (PLFT*8VIJK)/(PART + Ig0)
212* BB(II(.J) * CPLFT*SV1KJ)/CPART +. 1.0)
2j3* ?80 CONTINuE






















































kTTnN TIME 4,97 CPU SECOND$
1t SUBROUTINE ELIMCHHOAP)
2 C******THIS SURROUTINE COMPUTES DOUBLE LOFACTORS AND USES THEM
3* C******TO COMPUTE ETA AND TOTA
4* COMMON/BLKS/ITTRvNO0,XNEIWA(4OO4Q),DIVIDE
55 1/BLK6/LEItlI2K?,tK8,K991ROICO
6* p /BLT7/ EPS9EIE2qXK( 4),T1,BETACAQGHZ
7* DIMENSION RMAT(4040),ID(4)
8* DATA In/tIHUHVe2HS4,2HS5/
9* MN a 40




14* 10 FORMAT(S4HODOUBLE COFACTORS USED TO COMPUTE FTA AND IOTA IN ELIM/6
15* 11H SIGN FOR DEFINITION OF COFACTOR IS (-1)**(Rpl R2 + C1i C2)/48
16* 2H THIS SIGN CHANGES WHENEVER R2 > Rt OR C2 > Cl//IOH ELIMINATE*2
17* 3X,11HRI C1 R2 C2921XtIIHRI Cl R2 C2)
112
bS* DO 60 KMat1NOO
19* IF ((KMEQ,IRO)OR.(KM.EGQICO)) GO TO 60
p0* C******SUBROUTINE ELM2 ELIMINATES 2 ROWS AND 2 COLtUMN S
1I* C******FROM ORIGINAL MATRIy AND PLACES THE N02 MATRIX INTO
2?* C******RMAT AND T8EN THE DOUBLE COFACTOR IS COMPUTED
23* CALL ELM2(IROqCOKMIO,RMATZ)
24* U 1t
S~ um = NDETRM(MNtNOU29RMATU)
26* IF (Mw2) 30,15,20
279 15 WRITE (6,S15 )IRO9ICOID(1)
?8* Go TO 2s
29* 20 WRITE (6,120)IROICO,ID(1)
30* 25 U a 0,0
31* 30 U M U*Z
32* CALL ELM2(ICOORUKMICORMATZ)
33* V a 1#0
34* M a NDETRM(MNN002RMATV)
35* IF (M02) 5035,40
36* 35 WRITE (6,115)IROICO,ID(2)
37* GO TO 45
38* 40 WRITE (6,120)IROC1910,1(2)
39* 45 V x 0.0
40* 5s V a V*Z
4t* IF(KM.GT*IRO) U * mU
42* IF(IROGT*ICO) U * U
43* IF(KM.GT,ICO) V 2 -V
44* IF(ICOGTIRO) V x "V
45* C******A IS THE MATRIX ELEMENT, U AND V ARE THE DOUBLE CoFACTORS
46* C******THE MATRIX WAS DIVIDED BY DIVIDE TO PREVENT OVERFLOW WHEN










57* IF (M-?) 80,65,70
58* 65 WRITE (6,115)IROICO*ID(3)
59* GO TO 75
60* 70 WRITE (6.120)IROTICOID(3)
61t 75 S a 0,0
62* 80 84 a S4*Z
63* S4 a -54
64* WRITE (6,105)IROOICO.ICO,!ROS4
65* CALL ELM2(ICdvIR09IRoaICORMATZ)
66* S5 * 1.0
67* M U NDETRMCMNN002RMATSS)
68* IF (MP2) 10098590
69* 85 WRITE (6,11iSIROICO,ID(4)
70* GO TO 95
71* 90 WRITE (69120)IROOICOID(4)
72* 95 85 a 0,0
73*- 100 SS a Ss*Z
740 S5 * *SS
75* WRITE (6105)IRO9IROqIROICOeSS
113
M 6* 105 Fa~RMAT(10XS43,2X,1P~j5#6)* ETARI*/8SZ*5/AP
78* XIOTA8RHO/S4MS1/AP
79* wRITE(6,lIO) ETAvXIQTAqEPS
8()* 110 FORMAT(1HO,5META X1PF1596v10X,6HIUTA 2E15v6,I'oXq5FPS Zk 15*O
at* WRITE(69111) Sil
A2* III FORMAT(4H S 8lpEIO.7,10X,4HSj xEI4*1)
A3* WRITE (b,11)T1,TW,,E2,TR
11 I FORMAT(7X92Mt19,14 X 2HTEe14X, 1MW, 15XHE1 *1'4X,2HE2, 14XZMTR/(lp6E16
A6* RETURN
1;7*115 FORMAT(21HO4***** UNDER/OVERFLOW. 1QXtiROW 31, 10X9 5HCOL wI39 IOX9A6




IMN TIME a 1,46 CPU SECOND$S
114

















18* 15 NNRNOO- 2
19*D 00 5 IJKNIPNN
L*O*IF (IJP~.GE*XRO) 60 To 20
NPRIJK
22* Go TO 30
p,3* 20 IF (IJK(.GE*KROo.1J GO TO 25
24* NPUIJK,1
25* Go TO 30
26* 25 NPX!JK+2
p7* 30 DO 45 K081,NN
28* IF CKOgGE.ICO) GO TO 35
zg*N R8K
30* Go TO 45
31* 35IF (KO*GE*KCOej) GO TO 40
32* NRXKO~1
115










TIoN TIME o67b CPU ShCONL)S
t* FUNCTION NDETRM(NLNAD)
2* M30













InN TIME a .21 CPU SECONUS
1* SUBROUTINE SIMEQ(NeLNLMA9eD, EM)
2* INTEGER E
3* EQUIVALENCE (SAVLIgAVE)
4* DIMENSION E(LN),A(NN)b( NoLM)
St IF (M.EQ.0) GO TO 15
6* 00 10 Il1LN
7* 10 E(I)uI
8* 15 LNMIULN-1
9* CALL OvERFL (IBIG)
10* 00 80 KtlLNMI
it* SAVEn-t.O
12* K1=K+1
13* On 25 JxKiLN
14* D0 25 ITKLN





20* IF (K.EQeIBIG) GO TO 40
2t* Da*D




26* IF (M.EQO0) GO TO 40





40 IF CKwJBIG) 45955945
32* 45 DawD








41* 55 IF (A(KtK)) 60,130,60
a2* 60 O.0*A(KtK)
43* Do 80 III194N
44* SAVFEA(IoK)/ACKK)
45* 00 65 3.KI9LN
46* 65 A(1,J)wA(IvJ)wSAVE*ACKfJ)
47* CALL OVERFLCUBIG)
118* IF (IBIG-1) 70#125,70
,49* 70 IF (MeEQ.0) GO TO so
50* Do 75 julLM
51* 75 B(I9J)u$CIvJ)USAVE*8(KJ)
152* CALL OvERFL(IBIG)
533* IF (IBIG.1) bop125980
154* 80 CONTINUE
1515*IF (A(LNLN)) 859130,85
56* 85 IF(LN*NE91) DzD*A(LNoLN)
97* CALL OVERFL(IBIG)
581* IF (IB!G-1) 40#12599
159* 90 IF (M) 959120995
h0* 95 Do 110 4u1,LM
61* 9CLNvJ)*8CLNqj)/ACLNvLN)
62* CALL OvERFL(IBIG)
63* IF (IBIGa1) 100912S#100








72* IF (IBTG*l) 110,125,110
73* 110 CONTINUE
74* Do 115 K*19LN
75* InECK)












NF initial ion (usually 1)
NT total number of ions (usually 5)
NALPH number of a's and B's
NOF number of f numbers
F(I,J,K) f numbers
T electron temperature (oK)
TR radiation temperature (oK)
ALPH aijk
BETA Bijk
T1  optical thickness at center of line (K7, K8, K9)
W dilution factor
XNE number of electrons
K7
K8 ) indeces of thick line
K9
LAST not used
LE some ion between NF and NT (usually 2)
NTAU number of depth points, TAU
TAU depth points at which optically thick solutions are made
DIVIDE constant divisor to prevent overflow ofA matrix
NOY number of thick lines other than line (K7, K8, K9)
IPROB problem identification number
ILAST = 1 , go to beginning of program and start new problem with new
temperatures, etc.
= 2 , start in middle; temperatures remain the same, but new
Tl, W, XNE, etc.




1 1216 NF, NT, NALPH, N9F
2, 2a, 2b, etc. 316, E12.8 K, J, K, Fijk a set of cards containing
one f number and its indeces per card.
6E12.8 T, TR
4, 4a, etc. 316, 15X, 2E15.8 I, J, K, Oijk' ijk a set of cards
containing a and 0 for a given ijk for
a given temperature.
5 6E12.8 T1 , W, XNE
6 1216 K7, K8, K9, LAST, LE, NTAU
7, 7a, etc. 6E12.8 TAU
8 6E12.8 DIVIDE
9 1216 NOY
10 1216 IPRPB, ILAST
11 316, E12.8 (if needed) Yijk = 1.0 a set of cards
equal in number to NOY containing the




Some Other Constants and Variables
TE sometimes used for T (electron temp rature OK)
AL, ALPHA sometimes used for ALPH
BE, BET sometimes used for BETA
MA array containing the serial number of the first level in each ion.
That is, MA1 = 1, MA2 = 20, MA3 = 30.
NST array containing the number of levels in each ion
NL number of the last ion (=3)
G(I,J) statistical weight ion i, level j
E(I,J) energy values in wave numbers above El,1
ZB(I,J) number of outer shell electrons
EX(I,J,K) IE(I,K) - E(I,J) I in wave numbers
EV(I,J,K) EZ in electron volts
2hvg hv
Bp B at Te = 2h / (ekT -1)
BTR B at Tr
BPBTR Be/BTr
XE 4.803 x 10 , e - elementary charge
PI 3.1416, rr
H 6.6256 x 10 Planck constant
CL 2.9979 x 10 velocity of light cm/sec
-16
XK 1.3805 x 1016 Boltzmann constant
KM 9.1091 x 1028 electron rest mass
-11
RCH 2.179 x 10 , Rydberg constant x Planck constant x velocity of light
PAZ 8.797 x 10-17, A o A - Bohr radius
Np number of rows and columns in A matrix
A(I,J) element of A matrix (in this case I and J refer to serial number
of level: i.e., A(15, 23) is ion 1, level 15, and ion 2, level 4
NFI
NFJ ) storage arrays for the indeces of fijk
NFK
12
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To solve the matrix equation A-X = B for the unknown matrix X. At the same time, this subroutine
computes a scaled version of the determinant of the matrix A.
CALLING SE'QUECE:





N = a fixed point constant or variable whose value must be equal to the maximum value that
may be assumed by the subscript I of the matrix A(I,J). This value is identical with
the value given in the DIMENSION statement that sets the upper limits for the subscripts
of A (see sample program).
LN = a fixed point constant or variable equal to the actual number of rows or columns in matrix
A and the number of rows in matrix B.
LM = a iixed point conctant or variable equal to the actual number of columns in matrix B.
A = the source program floating point variable used to desilnate the element oft' matrix A.
which may be stored by either row or column. 'The READ and WRITE .tatem(,nt,. mu.t L1b
written accordingly.
B = the source program floating point variable used to designate the elements of matrix B.
= a floating point variable whose value serves as a scale factor by which NSIMEQ or XSIMEQ
multiplies the value of the determinant of the matrix A. After the execution of the
subroutine, D contains the scaled value of the determinant. The determinant is formed




UP-39810 MATH ROUTINES SECTION: PAGE: 3
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7X2JM' XDETRM
i.e.. by forminq products of successive pivots with the proper !ign adjustment to com-
pensate for the row and column interchanges. Unless the value of the determinant is
needed, it is best to set D equal to zero.
E = a fixed or floating point variable array of
length at least equal to the number of rows or columns of matrix A. In this area
NSIMEQ or XSIMEQ keep a record of the column permutations. The contents of E may be
erased after return from the sub-program.
M = a fixed point variable which will be assigned the fixed point constants:
1. if the solution was successful
2. if unerflow or overflow occurs
if the m,atrix A is singular.
.)te: Th; tyr), .tatemer.t ITE!W;ER XSIMEQ murt appear ill the callinq progfram.
1. Mateaticai
Solution of the matrix equation A*X = i', accomplished by upper triangularizing the A
matrix Jsinj a maximsir: pivot for each reduction step. This entails searching the reduced
(N-K+1)X(-K+1) A matrix - at the Kth stage of reduction - for the element with the largest
absolute value. A row and column interchange is then performed to bring this element into
the AKK position. After completion of the triangularization the X matrix is obtained by
back substitution.
2.
FORTRAN IV for the UNIVAC,1107.
REUIRIGON S:
1. rhe mag it.|ude I 1 i- ret rict d only by Lht rotril .r ,I .or I,, it i, avi lbll inl h-pelrid.
therfore lon the L prOgram in whirh N!IMELQ OT XS[MLQ I, ucd.
2. NSIMEQ and XSIMEQ call another subprogram SIMEQ. Therefore, the use of a subprorain or a
function named SIMEQ is forbidden in programs that use NSIMEQ, NDETRM, XSIMEQ, or XDETRM.
NOTE: To solve the matrix equation A.X = B for the unknown matrix X, the dimensions of the various
matrices must be:
A: N x 4
B: 11 x LM I.M < N
X: i . IM
)U NIVAC 1107 BEEF
M I I ATH ROUTINES UP-3984.10
XS 1. XDETRM"
:t is oo.sible fcr the programs to give a solution to the matrix equation A * X = B with
LM > '. if a solution to the matrix equation must be obtained with the B matrix having
more columns than the order of matrix A, then the dimensions of the various matrices must
be as follows:
A: N x LM
B: N x LM
X: N x LM
ERROR RETURN:
Errors detected in the execution of NSIMEQ or XSIMEQ result in normal UNIVAC Monitor error return;s.
The status of the overflow trigger is not preserved on entry. On exit, this trigger is in the OFF
position.
STORAGE:
The elements of the matrices A and B are stored in FORTRAN IV order. Execution of this subroutine
destroys the original A and B matrices.
After a successful exit from this subroutine, the answers or the X matrix replace the original A
matrix. This replacement is done according to the scheme:
A(l,J) is replaced by X(1,J)
The programmer may choose to use the same floating point subscripted variable to reference the
answer that he used to reference the elements of the A matrix, or he may choose to reference the
solution by a different subscripted variable. If the latter is the case, this variable will appear
in a dimension and equivalence statement. The choice of parameters which appear with this variable
in a dimension statement must be chosen in accordance with the following rule:
If A(I,J) is used to reference elements of the original A matrix and X(I,J) is chosen
to reference elements of the solution matrix, then'those two variables must appear in




I, 2 number of (.,olumns in matrix.
UNIVAC 1107 BEEF




NSIMEQ requires 418 words of instruction and 48 words of data; SIMEQ requires 7408 words of instruc-
tion and 638 words of data.





To evaluate the expression
D x DET(A)
for a given arbitrary square matrix A and some floating point variable D.
CALLING SEQUENCE:




where N, LN, and A are as described under NSIMEQ or XSIMEQ and
D = a floating point variable. Its value will be used to multiply the determinant in accord-
ance with the scheme outlined under METHOD. On exit from the subroutine the ori(inal
value of D will be replaced by the scaled value of the determinant. In the case of a
singular matrix the determinant (D) will be set to zero.
M = a fixed point variable which will be assigned the following values:
1. if the subroutine was successful;
2. if overflow or underflow occurred;
3. if matrix A was singular.
NOTE: The type statement INTEGER XDETRM must appear in the calling program.
METHOD:
1. Mathematical
NDETRM and XDETRM are fpntion subprograms that cause entry into the SIMEQ subroutine. Elntry
by NDETRM or XDETRM (.ause only the triangularization portion of SIMEQ to be used. (,c"VC
NSIMEQ or XSIMEQ f,)r a description of this process ). The maniter hn which the ,determIilianlt i,.
computed is as follows: During each level of reduc.tolun of the A matrlIx the expre,,..I,h
TT A(I,,I)D
I=1
UNIVAC 1107 BEEF iCA
UP-3984,10 * ROUTINESSECTION: PAGE
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XSIMLQ XUDIlIRM
is computed. After the final level Of reduction the result i. muliplid by the ivt., ,
Whenever a row or column interchange is required to put a maximum pivot n the 1aiornal t!,.
sign of the above expression is changed. The final oxpressior will then have the , t
sign. If the second argument of NDETRM or XDETRM is a 1, the error returnl M: i I
indicating the matrix A to be singular whether or not A(I,I)=0.
2. Codino
FORTRAN IV for the UNIVAC 1107.
RLSTRICTIONS:
1. The ragnitude of [1 1' re l tri(cted ornly Iy th, number of r)re lcatins availab I , i , i
theefore o rn the program in which iNG]MQ rr X'J I: Q , e.d.
2. 2'IMi and XCIMEQ all another .ubprogran JIMIQ. her(2 ore, thi, iIe o) a ,rrprorarrn a
! uintion named SIMEQ is forbidden i prtoram; that use N;IMLQ, NUbIlM, XGIME(, XI)LPN1.
The elements of matrix A must be stored through the use of a FORTRAN doubly subscripted floatinn
point variable. The subscripts must assume only consecutive integer values.
NDETRM requires 328 words of instruction and 58 words of data.
No C IDMONI storage is used.
APPENDIX B 129
PROGlRAM FOR SOLUTION OF LINE TRANSPORT
EQUATION
1* C BOUND - BOUND CASE
2* C THREE LEVELS AND CONTINUUM
3* C SOLVES FOR N3/NI
4* DOURLE PRECISION RRi,EMlGI2,,G13
5* DOUBLE PRECISTION R2,RKtBJCt2C213C 31CC3C23C3?,PKiK2,PK3o
6* iP1KtP2K P3KPt2,tP21,P13tP31tP23eP32t01D2
3,PH12opm?, PH13,PH31,7 ? 3PH23,pM3?tZXvZYEPBSIpsCJq SJfWLvWLMWKLWKLMSW,EMi 2FM21
8* DOUBLE PRECISION EF
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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9* DOUBLE PRECISION 1
DOUBLE PRECISION F
It* DOUBLE PRECISION FXGXAX
12* DOUBLE PRECISION EMV
j3* DOUBLE PRECISION NOSoNIX9FIFIX
14* DOUBLE PRECISION Etr2vE3vEq9XK
1*DOUSLF PRECISION ZtZToDZ9SToZKLvC0NvXN1,R1
116* COMMQN/BLKI/T(31) ,EI(31) ,E2(31) ,E3C31) ,E4(31)
17* COMMON/BLK2/F(31t31),o-I(31,31) ,WL(31.S31)0JLM(31,31, ,XK(31,31).
18e* IXL(31#31)
19* DIMENSION FPS(30) .SC3j) ,BJ(31)
20* DIMENSION FFPUI,31)tX(31)
21* DIMENSION FM(31.31)9JCC31),V(2)
2 *DIMENSION WKLm(31931) ,TI(31931) ,S'(31931)
?3* DIMENSION X'J(31) .FXe3I.31) .FIXC31931) ,GX(31) gAX(31*) RY(31) ,CJC31)
24* DIMENSION WKLC31931,,SJ(31)
e5* DIMFNSION ZC31 ,R1(30,tRK(31),ZKL(31),XNI(31),XN2(31),XNK(31)
26* DIMEN31ON DAC2)
?7* DIMENSIONJ R2(31)9XN3f31)





33*20 FORMAT(IHO, IMPX, 1P5EPO7/(7X,5E20.7))





30* LMAX a 31
40* Dy = 0,5
111* PI x 3,14159265
112* TSP 9 1.1283792
43* ENU 8 198305.0
44* C a 29997925E,1o
45* H a 6,6256EP27
46* HK< : 1,380514E*16
417* READ(5,12) IRIEPs
jig* READ (q.15)ND#ZTXNT
49*N7 :6*ND + 1
50* NZM SNZ 1










61* RFAD (5.10)881?,BB21 ,8813.RB3I.BB23.B832
6?* READ (9910)AP21 ,AP31,AP32,AB1~,A82KAB3K
f3* RFAD (5. 10)ALI ,AL2#Aj3,BFI,8E2v0E3
his*RFAP (5. 1O)OB1 ,O9pK9-oS3KDDB ,DB03
A 2 O*H*XNU**2)*CXNU/(C**2))
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7* HKT a (H*XNU)/tNK*TE),
8 *SC 2 A/(EXP(1HKT) "1.0)
69* ST2 EXP(-HKT)
7fl* C12 2 )NE*0M12





76* PKI 2 XNE*(ALl 4 S!1 + XNE*DBI)
77* PX2 8 YNE*(ALP + BE:2 4 XNE*DB2)
78* PK(3 8 XNE:*(AL3 4 BE3 + XNE*003)
79* pl ABIK + XNE*QBIK
go* 2K AB2lK + XNE*082K
0 1* P3K X A93K + XNE*003X
82* Go TO (3193b)*IR
83* 31 Do 32 1 a 1,NZ
A4* Pt2(I) a BF12 + C12
MIS* P21(I) a 8021 + CZI + AP21
A6* P 3(I a 8813 + C13
MT* P310I) a 8931 + C31 + AP31
88* PpS(I) a 5623 + C23
89* p32(I) a B832 * C32 + Ap32
00* 32 CONTINUE
91* GO 10 41
9?*36 Do 37 1 * 1NZ
93* P12(I) x C12 + 8KI2*8J(I)
94* Pp1(I) a AP21 # C2I + HK21*B4(!)
95* P133j) a C13 * 8K13*pJ(I)
96* p31(I) a ApSI + C31 + BK31*8J(!)
97* Pp3(I) a C23 + BK23*RJ(I)
98* P32(I) u C32 + AP32 + SK32*BJ(I)
99*37 CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
DI1 =1 PKI +* PK2
n2 a pKI 4PK3
10*D3 a PK2 4PK3
10*PH12 * (PIK*PK2)/Di
0*P142t 8 (P2K*PKI)/Dl
lob* PH.13 x (PIK*PK3)/D2
107* PW31 a (P3K*PI)/D2
10(4* PH23 x (P2K*PK3)/D3
log* Pw32 x (P3K*PK2)/D3
Ito* GI? a GI/G2
III* G13 =G%/G3
lt2* !F(IEP3.EQ,1,AND4jReEQ*1) GO TO 43
t!3*0 Do42 1 = 1,NZ
11,4*EM12 z 'u(P32(I) + P4432)
Its*EM21 a ."CP23(I) * PH?3)
116* Fmtl z P21(I) + PH421 wEmi2t
.117* RRI PIP(I) + PHI2
~1JR* Zx3 (C31 + PH431 + PN?(I) + PH432 w (EMI2*EM2I/EMIl))/AP31
'119* ZY S((a3/AP3I,*(CI3 + PH413 - EM21*RRI/EM1I)




'I' DO 414 1 a ttNZ
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1~5*EPS() UXFPS(I) + ETACI)
1?6* 8SCI) 2 (XEPS(I)*SC 4 XIOTACI))/EPS(I)
1?7* 44 CONTINUE
1 8* 46 CONTINUE
120* Sf, 2 (2oO*HK*TE)/XM + VEL**2
13" DNUD X (XNU/C)*SQRT(go)
131* PIZ 2 140/(DNUD*SQRT(PlI))
.112* CON a CCH*XNU)/('4.0*pI,,*PHIZ*RK13
113* 00 35 !1.NZ
134* XNI(!) a XNT/(t*0 + pl(I) + Ra(I) + RK(I))
135;* XN2(I) a RlCI)*XN1(I)
136* XN3(j) V R2CI)*XN1(I)
117 XNK(!) z RK(I)*XNI(I)




141* ZL a ALOG1O(ZTL)
142* KL x ZL
143* LL 2KL wND
144* ZCI) a 00
145* Z(2) a t 11.**LL
11*6* Z(3) a 9*Z2
147* Z(4) a S.0*1(2)
148* NDH 3*ND + i
149* NOHP a NOH 4 11
150* IF (ND*eQ,1) Go To 45
1191* DO 40 Iu5,NDH
1952* Z(I) 9 1090*ZI."3)
153* 40 CONTINUE
154* 45 Do 50 JXNDHPvNZ
155* J a NZ a j + I
1156* Z(J) 8 ZT w Z~jj)
157* 50 CONTINiUE
158* ST X 0.0
1%9* Tf1) a Z(l)
,160*Do 55 12NZ
i6t* DZ a z(I) 0Z(Iwl)
162* T(I) x ST + 0o5*DZ*(Z'KL(Il1) + ZKL(l))





168* 65,FORMATCI9HISOUND BO 8UND CASEtlOXf26HTHREE LEVELS AND CONTINUUPA.10
169* tX9I8H8OLUTION FOR N3/NjI)
170* WRITE C6970)DAvN0,ZTqXNT
171* 7o.FoRMAT(1IIHOINPUT DATA#IQOXA6,A3//204 NUMBER OF DECADES =13/18H GEf
172* IOMETRIC DEPTH xIPERvj/184 TOTAL PARTICLES XEII.4)
1715* WtITE(697S) Xf4,VEL
174* 75 FORMAT(4H M NIPE11I,4H V *ElI*4)
175* WRITE (6#80)TCUT
176* 8Q FORMAT(7w TCUT *F6.1j L
177* WRITE (6,85) CZ(I) gRidT) R2(I) ,RK(I) ,XN1(I) .XN?(I) ,YN3(1) ,XNK( ut
178* 1 19NZ)?
179* 85 FQRMAT(IHO,8XIHZ,13X,5NN2/N1 ,IQX,5MN3/Ni,10X,5I4NK/N1, 11X,2HNI. 13Xt
JA1* Oi'ITE(6986) (()ZLI.(),JIP()B().:,Z
IA?* 86 FORMATCIH.40.X. 1HZ,1?y,5HKAPPA, IIX,3HTAI.J12X9aHJBAR, 11X,3HEPS,13X,2
135
83* IMBS/(1P6E15,44))
A4* WRITE (6 99 5)TEvXNE#XNUGI#G3
'8541 95 FnR~MAT(SH1TE ciPL2291/SH NE XE22*'4/7H NU31 xFpfl*S9PH (I/SEC)/7H WTIIA6* I I R0PF20#0/7H wT 3 uF20*0)
IA7* WRITE (6,100)0M12,Dm?1,OM13,0M3 1,OM2 390M32188* 100 FORMATC12H OMEGA(12) xIPE15.M/12H OME(6A(21) ME1S.4,#12H OMEGA(13) 8F189* IE1594/t2H OMEGA(31) nE1594/12H OmEGA(23) ZE15.f/12H OMEGA(32) cEIS?190* WRTE (6105RBB129MBB?1,B13,88 31 9 88 3 9 083 2 F192* 105 FoRMWAT(11H BOAR(12) alpF:16$4/IIH BRAp(21) x u ,/t BR1)=l193*16.4/11H 88ARC31) XE16s4/11H HSAR(23) UE1461H4 BBAR(32) 2E16,4)194* RITE 6 911O)AP21,AP31 9AP 32,AB1KABKA3K 1195* W1-FRMT9 A 3(1-PF18.4/9H AP(31) xE1894/9H AP(3?) zEI8.s6,1 H ABI196* IAP(Ik) =E16*4-/1jK-k8AR(2K) XFE 6.4/jjM ABAR (3K) xEi 664)197* WRITE (6, IIS)ALI#AL29AL3qS~lv8E2vSE3F
198* 115 FORMATC12H ALPA(11) IPEIS4/12H ALPHA(21) xF15.4/t?H ALPHA(31) t199* 1Et5.4/I1IH SETACII) XF,16@4/.1l BETA(21) *Et6.LJ/I M pETa(3j) zE 60a)t200* WRITF C6 .l2O)oBIKtO8pKtoeiKvDoDrsz,03
201* 120_ FORMAT(IIH OBARC1K *IPE164/11H OBAR( K) =Et 6 ,4/ jH nBAR(3K) =EI 6 ?202* 1.Lj/11M DBARCIK) ZE16.1*/1lH nBAR(2K) =E16.4/114 DRApc3K) UE16,4)?o3* WRITE(6997) 8K1298K2Iq.8KI3t8K3tvB8K23vBK32204* 97 FORMAT(6H B12 xtPE~t.4/bH 821 uE21*4/6H 813 zE2t.14/6H 831 zE21*4/6205* IH B23 uE2194/6H 832 2F:21#4)206* WRITECAI25) AtBET93C
?07*125 FORMAT(4HOA 21PE2397/f 8 aE23,7/9H PLANCK zF1B,7)?08* WPITFC6,99) PK #PK2YPK3?P1KPZg(,P3Kon1,opD3 PM12 PH2 PH13PH3209* IH3P3
210*98 FFPMAT(6H pKl *IPE21.4/6H PK2 uE21.q,'6H PK3 :E21*4,-6H PIK XE21.il/6211* IH. P2K 2E21.4/6H P3K xE2lo4/5H D1 XE2294/SH D2 =E224/9H 03 *E229a/212* 27N PH.12 zE20*4/7H PM?1 uE20*4/7H PH1l3 XEZO.M/7H PH.31 xE2094/14 PH221 3* 33 xE20o4/7H PH32 xE200M)
215* 1)
21*99 FoRmAT(1wo,8X, Z13x3P1?12X 3Hp2 1,2 X93 3912 X .1lo2X,3Hp2217* 13#I2Xv3HP32//(jP7EtS,4))
218* NY a N
219* NYM 3 NiT a I
2?0* RFAD (5910)YAtv8
2;)1* IF CT(NZ)-LE*1.0) GO TO 440
222*XA x rLOG(TCN,))
2?* mAxc SQRT(XA,
2?4* JX x XMAX/DX
2P.6 XNJ(j) a000
227* no 130 Jx2,NX
P?28* xix JaJ I
?29* XNI(J 8 DX*XJ
230* 130 CONTINUE
231* WRITE ( 6 ql3 S)(XN(K)#K31,NX)
232* 135 F0RMAT(SH0~X(K)//(lPEis5*2,,
233* DO 140 Im1.NX
Z4Q4 Do 140 J81,NX
Q * FIX(IvJ) 9 0.02-N7* 140 CoNTINi 'jEp38* DO 145 Im1,NX
239* FY(I,1) x 1.0F
?40* FIX(I, ) a1.0
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2#1* 145 CONTINUE
242* DO 150 Ja2iNX
243* JM a J w I
a44* 00 150 Ii1,JM
245* XY a XN(C)/XN(J)
246* FY(IPJ) a (100 " XX)*(1.O - YA*XX)2079 FTX(IeJ) a FX(1,J)
248* 150 CONTINUE
249* IE 9 NOSONI(FIXXNX*LX)
25* IF (IEEQ.0) Go TO 4?5
25t* WRITE (6,155)
2529 155 FORMAT(5HOF(X))




257* 165 FORMATClIHOFX INVERSE)
258* D0 170 Is1,NX
259* WRITE (6,20)I,(FIX(IJ),JwINX)
260* 170 CONTINUE
261* Do 175 ItNX
262* DO 175 J=1,NX
263* EF(ItJ) a 0.0
26* T175 CONTINUE
265 D00 180 Ila,NX
p66* 00 180 J=aNX
267* EF(I!TJ) a 0.0
268* DO 180 Kaj,NX
269* EF(I,J) a EF(IJ) + FX(I,K)*FIX(KJ)
270* 180 CONTINUE
271* WRITE (6,25)
272* DO 185 I#l1NX
273* WRITE (6,20)I,(EF(Ij),Jt,NX)
2T7* 185 CONTINUE
275* Gw(1) a XN(NX)
276* DO 190 Jw29NX
277* Gx(J) a O.5*XNCJ)*(1.0 * YA/3.0)
278* 190 CONTINUE
279* WRITE (6,195)YAtYB
280* 195 FORMATCSHOYA sIPEII.4/SM YB =Elt.4)
281* 00 200 KtuNX
22 AX(K) a 0.0
2839 00'200 JIt,NX
284* AX(K) 8 AX(K) + GX(J)*FIX(JK)
285* PO0 CONTINUE
286* WRITE (6,205)(XNCI),GX(I),AX(I), ItNX)
287* 205 PORMAT(CHOtH1XtHX,tltX4HG(X)917X92HAK/(1P3E20.8))
288* NTK * NZ
2@9* NTKM * NTK - 1
290* Do 210 Mma,NX
291* X2 a XN(M)**2
292* Ex2 a EXP(.X2)
293* Do 210 Lt1,NZ
294* TK(L,M) a T(L)*EX2
?95* 210 CONTINUE
296* 00 215 IstNX
297* Ex a XN(I)**2
298* RX() a AX(I)*FXP(-Ey)
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99* 215 CONTINUE
00 n00 220 Izl,NZ
301* IT = I
302 IF (T(I).IO) 220,2259225
303* 220 CONTINUE
304* ITM X IT
305s GO TO 230
306* 225 CONTINUE
307* ITM * IT " i
308* ?30 CONTINUE
309* 00 235 IliNZ
30*o Is a I
311* IF (T(I)=0.5) 2359235,240
312* 235 CONTINUE
313* ISM a IS
3j1* GO TO 245
315* 240 CONTINUE
316* ISM a IS " 1
3t7* 245 CONTINUE
318* KN 2 1
3j 9 Do 250 I=1,LMAX
320* D0 250 JaILMAX
321* Sw(IJ) * 040
322* 250 CONTINUE
323* C OUTER LOOP ON FREQUENCY *" INDLX K
3au* 00 320 KaI,NX
325* KK a K
326* 00 255 IsjNZ
327* T(I) * TK(I9K)
328* 255 CONTINUE
329* NTK 3 NZ
330* NTKM U NTK " 1
331* TsPR * TSP*RX(K)
332* WRITE (6,260)XN(K),TsPR




337* 00 270 ItNTK
338* 00 270 JI.,NTK
339* WKLM(IJ) = WLM(IJ)
340* WKL(I.J) a WL(I.J)
3t1* 270 CONTINUE
342* 275 CONTINUE
343* IF (ITEQG) GO TO 285
3a4* D0 280 IlITM
345* 00 280 J*a,NZ
346* Sw(lIjl a sw(IJ) + TSPR*WKL(IJ)
347* 280 CONTINUE
3l*$ 285 IF (IT.EQ.NZ) GO TO 295
39* D00 290 IsIT,NZ
)350* DO 290 JulNZ




355* 300 FORMAT(ITHOWIJK(LAMBOA ' 1))
56* D00 305 Ix1,NZ
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357* wRITE (6,20)1t(WKLM(











367* DO 330 IulNZ
368* WRITE (6 ,20)I(SW(IJ)9 JztNZ)
369* 330 CONTINUE
3709 IF (ITEOGt) GO TO 300
371* DO 335 .lsIITM
372* 00 335 JsI,NZ
373* EM(IJ) (lO/(*.0 + EPS(I)))*SW(1,J)
374* IF(I*E*.J) EM(IJ) a EMC(IJ) * tO
3t5* 335 CONTINUE
376* 340 IF (ITEO.NZ) GO TO 350
377* DO 345 I.ITNZ
378* 00 345 JIt1NZ
379* EM(IJ) a (t,1./EPS(I))*SW(I9J)
380* IF(I.EOJ) EM(ItJ) a EM(I.J) + 1.0
381 345 CONTINUE
382* 350 CONTINUE
383* IF (IT*EO.I) GO TO 360
384* 00 355 IM1,ITM
3859 CJ(I) a (EpS(I)/(1.0 + EpS(I)))*BS(I)
386* 355 CONTINUE
387* IF (IT*EOGNZ) GO TO 370
388* 360 DO 365 IuITNZ
389* CJ(I) a 8(I)
390* 365 CONTINUE
3915 370 CONTINUE
392* Do 375. 1,tNZ




397* 00 385 INIVNZ
398* WRITE (6 ,20)I,(EM(IqJ),*JxtNZP)
399* 385 CONTINUE
400* N NZ
401* MC * NZP
=025 v(1) • 4
4.030 CALL GJR(EMNCNRtNqMC$S4IoJCV)
404* 00 390 It.,NZ
4O5* 33(1) a EM(IONZP)
406* BJ(i) a SJ(I)*(l1O + ( EPS() w 
(I)*BS(I)
407* ZY a EPS(I)*B8(I)/A
408* ZX x EPS(I) + ZY
409 RR1 P12(I) + PH12
aO41 EMi2 a -(P32(I) + PH12)
411* EMItl P21(I) + PH21 * P23(1) + PH23
412* R?(I) x (G3/GI)*(BJCI)/A + ZY)/(t*O + 
BJ(I)/A + ZX)
413* R(1I) x (RRI v R2(1)SEM12)/EMII
414* RK(I) a (P1K * RI(I)*P








47* 400 FORMATCIHOoi13%. tHZ. iqx, MS,19X. I44~ 17X,5NN2/NI .15X,5HN3/NI .iSXSHN
423* tK/NI//(1P6F20e4))
4?4* 405 CALL EXIT
4?S* 410 WRITE (6,415)
4MP6* 415 FoRmAT(21HOERROR IN FQ. SOLVING)
427* WRITE (6,420)NCNRqNlMC#V
428* 420 FORMAT(5MONC hI39'5XvoHNR Xy3#5X#3HN 213 0SX94HMC Xjjq5Xv4HV1 ZtE8.
429* j5Xv4HV2 a~11.4)
410* Go TO 405
431* 425 WqITE (6,430)IENX
432* 430l FnRMATC14HOERROR IN1 F(X)/5H IlE :13,5X,4HNX =13)
433* WRITE (6.155)
434* 00 435 IxlNX
435* WRITE (6q2O)1s~(FX(Iqj) ,J:1 NX)
436* 435 CONTINUE
437* Go To 405
0J38* 440 WRITE (6#445)T(NT)
439* 445 FORMAT(20HDTAU*MAX TnO SMALL 8IPE1I.4)
440* Gn TO 405
441* END
IAGNOSTYCS
TIMN TIME i 8,23 CPU SECONDS
1* SUBROUTINE WMAT(NZPTCUT)
2* C CALCULATES W(LAM4BDA) AND, W(LAMBDA 1) AT LINE CENTFR
3* DOUBLE PREICISION WLgWLM





.1 * D0 15 !11NZ
12* DO 15 3S19NZ
13* WL(IJ) a 0.0
14* WLM(ItJ) a090
15* 15 CnNTINUEI
Jh* NM a NZ I
17*0 DO 5 I1,NM
I A*JP I.+1
19*O Do20 jXJP#NM
?(I* At a DAHs(T(JoJ)-T(I))
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?I* IF (AI*GT*TCUT) GO TV~ 25
A? a DABS(T(J) " T())
;?I* A3 8 OABS(T(J*1) a TC!))
24* A4 a 1(4) w Tfjsi1)
ps* AS a ?(J+1) w T(J)
26* P (T(I)*(E88(AI,2) v ESBA2o2)) + DEXP(-Al) -DFXPC-AP)
pl*~~ t* ESB(A203) m * Cj3)A
p8* 2 8 C(J.1)/A4)*(ESm(AI,2) w ESB(A292)) - CT(Js1)/A5)*(FSBCA292)
29* v ESBCA3,2))
30* 83 a C(!)*(E8B(A292, v FSB(A392)) + DExp(wA?) w FXPr.A3)
31* 1 + FSBCA3,3) a ES$(Ap'v3))/A5




36* DO 35 J829NM
37* IP a J. I
D0 30 Tz=IPqNZ
39* A3 a 0ABS(T(I) T (4.1)
40* IF (A3*GT.TCUT) Gn To 35
41* Al 2 DABS(T(I) - T(J-1)
42* AP a DABS(T(I) 0 T(J)
43* A& T(J) - T(4.1)
44* AS = T(4+1) 0 (4)
45* ~ ~ P a (At/A4)*(ESb(A2*2) - FSS(AI.2)) + ((T(J+1) y* )/5*
46* 1 ESS(A3,2) - ESB(A2.p))
47* B2 (DEXP("A3) *DEXP(wA2) * SB(A293) *ESR(A3,3))/A5
ag B3 COFxp(-A2) D EXP(-Al) 4ESA(Al,3) ESS(A293))/AI




53* 00 40 T2NM
154* Al T '(I) -qT(x.1)
55* A? 3 (1+1) "' (I)
56s B1 2.0 w ESBCAI#2) " ESR(A2t2)
57*52 *(095 9 DEXP(.AI) + ESB(Als3))/Al
SA* 93 a(095 , DEXP(-A2) + ESS(A2,3))/A2
5*WL(!,I) 0,5*(81 w 2 0 3)
fi0* WLM(II) 3WL('I,!) IP1.
(11* 40 CONTINUE
ks2* D0 45 I19NM
063* Al x DARS(T(NM)wT(!))
64*IF (A1,GTvTCUl) GO Tn 45
65* A2 a DABS(T(NZ) " (1))
66* A3 a T(NZ) PT(NM)
67,* B1 x (T(I)*ESB(A1,21 - ESS(A292)) + DEXP(PAl) *DFXP(wA2)
68* 1 + ESBA?,3) - ESB(AJ,3))A3
6148 HP (T(KNm)/A3)*(F.$8(A1,?) - ESBCA2,2))
70* WL(IqNZ) a 81 w 82
71* WLM(INZ) a WL(IONZ)
72* 49 CONTINUE
73* A3 2 T(2) - T(1)
74* Of0 50 IU?,NZ
7-5* AP- a DAS(T(2) - Tfl))
76*IF (A?,GT*TCUT) GO To 50
77*Al a DAS(T() v T(Ij)
7A*t Rl ((T(2) -T(I))/A3)*(E$B(A?,?) *ESO(A1,?)
139
799* 2 * (DEXP(wA2) * DEXP(*A1) + ESB(AI,3) * ESB(Ap,3))/A3
0, WL(I,1) a O.5*(B1 + 82)
* WLM(I,1) x WL(I11)
82* 50 CONTINUE
83* IF (A3.GT.TCUT) GO TO 55
8Ac WL(1,1) = 0o5*(t 0 v ESB(A392) - (0,5 " DEXP(-A3) + ES(A3,3))/A3)
85* GO TO 60
86* 55 WL(11) a 0,5 w (0.25/A3)
87* 60 WLMt191) 8 WL(191) * 1.0
88* At a T(NZ) * T(NM)
89* IF (AI.GT.TCUT) GO TO 65
90* wL(NZ#4Z) = 0.5*(1,0 . EsB(Al.2) - (0.5 - DExP(.AI) + ESBR(Al3))
91* 1 /Ai)
92* GO TO 70
93* 65 WL(NZNZ) a 0.5 * (0,25/A1)
94a 70 WLM(NZNZ) Z WL(NZ.NZ) q 1.0
95s WRITE (6,75)
96* 75 FORMAT(10HOW(LAMBDA))




lo01 85 FORMAT(14HOW(LAMBDA . 1))






TTON TIME x 2.60 CPU SECONDS
t* SUBROUTINE GJR(A9NCNRNMC9SJC9V)
2* DOUBLE PRECISION AX,V
3* DIMENSION A(NR,NC),JC(1),V(Z)
59 C jC IS THE PERMUTATION VECTnR
6* C KD IS THE OPTION KEY FOR DETERMINANT EVALUATION
7* C KI IS THE OPTION KEY FOR MATRIX INVERSION
8* C L IS THE COLUMN CONTROL FOR AX:B









po* Go TO (1020).KI
22* C INITIALTZF JC FOR INVFRSION
23* C *'''''''''''*' a*a aaY*****"' '' '' ''inin' '''' *  ** ** ** -
24* 10 DO 15 I1c9N
25* 15 JCCI)3I
?7* C SEARCH FOR PIVOlT RnW
2Do 85 I11N
30* GC TO (30#25)9KI
31* 25 MinI
32* 30 IF (I*EQ.N) G0 TO 55
33* xuple
34* DO 35 Jul01
315* IF (X#GT#A8SCA(J91))) GO To 35
36* X x DAR$CA(JoI))
37* K3j
38* 35 CONTINUE
39* IF (K*EQ*I) GO TO 55
40* S.pS




47* c INTERCHANGE ROW I AND ROfW K
48* c mqmaanaaamaaaatmaamaiaaamaaa
49* 45 DO 50 Jxm*L
50* XA(Ioj)
51*AC I, ) uA(KJ)
5?* 5o A(KoJ)=X
Qlj4* cTEST 71)R SINGULARITY
156*55 IF (DA0S(ACI9IflsGTso90) G~O 10 60
157* C mamma~aamaaa~aaamaaaaaatmmm





63* 60 Gn TO (65970),KD
6* C maWqaamammaamta
65* C CODMPUTE THE DETERmINANT
66* CW mWOOnaMa WaOWO WO ftW400a 0Waa aM400WOW0 W 0WOOW aft WM W OM 0'
67* 65 IFCA(II)vLTeO.) Sus
68* V(2) a V(2) t DLOGCDA86(A(I9I)))
69* 70 XxAC!,I)
70* ACII)xl,
71 * C amnmmaaaaaaamaammaaaaaamaaaa
7?* c REDUCTION OF THE TOTH ROW
74* D0 75 JwM9L
753* ACIJ)NA(IJ)/X
17* C TEST OVERFLOW SWITCHe IF ON
78* c RETURN NEGATIVE VALUE OF I IN JCC1)
79* r w q Of= WmaW maMM wawm I a am aa mammawpm am OR mmamU
80* CALL OVERFL CIFL)
81* IF (IFL.eF91) GO To j20
8?* 75 CONTINUE
,43* c ON aammmimamaa W a " wm =mmem f"amaWam am mamma am w
84* C REDUCTION OF ALL REMAINING ROWS
85* C mmmmm-mm "-. ...m ---mmmmmmmm -mmm --mmmm ---mm ---- m -- ...
86* DO 85 Kt1N
87* IF (K.EQ,I) GO TO 85
8* X=A(KI)
A9* A(KvI)u0.
90*9 D 80 J=M9L
qt* A(KtJ)=A(KJ)-X*A(IJ)
92* C "''''''*mm..mmmm -m ----mm-m-m--- ----- ... ... ---
93* C TEST nvERFLnw SWITCH, IF nN
940 C RETURN NEGATIVE VALUE OF I IN JC(1)
95* C U-* *-- **- --- --- --- -*- --- ----' . .. .. .. ..- ....
96* CALL OVERFL CIFL)
97* IF (IFLEQ.1) GO TO 120
98* 80 CONTINUE
99* 85 CONTINUE
too* C "'***m -'mm-----m-m---mm---- -... mm -' .......... '°'
o101 C AxuB AND DET,(A) ARE NOW COMPUTED
103* GO TO (9011tS),KI104* C Um@memmmmm mmr ....
105* C PERMUTATION OF THE COLUMNS FOR MATRIX INVFRSTON
I06* C "'*'***** ''''''' ''''''''* ''°- ''"* ....- " .. ..... -''-
107* 90 0 O 110 J=1,N
108* IF (JC(J),EQ.J) GO To 110
109* JJ=J+1
tio* DO 95 EIJJ,N
111* IF (JC(I),EG.J) GO TO 100
112* 95 CONTINUE
113* 1oo JC(I)UJC(J)













TIMN TIME z 2.00 CPU SECONDS
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1* DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION NOSONI(AXoLLMAX)
2* DOUBLE PRECISION AXF
3* DTMENSION A(1),X(1)
4* N a L I
5* MAX 0 N*LMAX * L
6* MAX Nj*LMAX * L
7* 00 10 I31*L
8* X(I) 8 1,0
9* 1t CONTINUE
10* KI a w LMAX
1t* 00 55 K=t9L
12* K a KI1 + LMAX
Ii* Ke • K 4+ K
iI* IF CA(K2)) 15,b8015
15* 15 DO 30 IeltL
16* Ji a KI + I
17* IF (A(Ji)) 20,30,20
14 20 F S i.0/A(J1)
19* X(l) a X(I)*F
20* DO 25 JtIjlMAXLMAX
?1 A(JI) x A(Ji)*F
224 25 CONTINUE
;1* 30 CONTINUE
245 A(K2) * x(K)
259 X(K) * 1,0
26* 00 50 I219L
2 ?4 K! K - I
P8* IF (KI) 35,50,35
29* 35 Ji a Ki + I
30* IF (AJ1)) 40,50940
31* 40 AcJi) x 0,0
52* Do 45 J2=IoMAXLMAX
33* Ji a J2 + KI




30* Do 70 laIN
39* IF (X(I)) 60980,60
40* 60 F 1 I,O/X(I)
41* 00 65 JItI MAXLMAX





47* 80 NOSONI X 0
48G 0o 70 75
494 END
)IAGNOSTICS
ITION TIME ,93 CPU SECONDS
INPUT DEFINITIONS
General
IR = 1 at initial start
2 for iteration
IEPS = , ef, i and Li are read in from P48 (Code 1)
IEPS 1, gi, .i and U. are calculated1
ND = number of decades (max. = 5)
ZT = geometric thickness
XNT = total number density
R1 = n2/n1
R2 = n3/n 1
RK = nk/n1
BJ = 7c (input on iteration)
X4 = mass of Helium = 6.6408 x 10-2 g
VEL = non-thermal velocity in Doppler width
TCUT = upper limit on optical depth to avoid overflow in exponential
routines
TE = Te (K)
eXNE = n
XNU = vi(1/sec)( = c x 10 /.i), Xi from program 48 (Code 1)
Gl =
G2 = statistical weights for each level
G3 =
YA = constant coefficient in f (x)j and gj ( usually = 1.0)
YB = constant coefficient in f'(y) and g' (usually = 1.0)
Two Level Atom (Bound-Free Case)
DY = increment in yk
BIJK = Bjk Einstein absorption coefficients 
- Ion I
BIKJ = Bkj Einstein absorption coefficients 
- Ion I
ENU = AEk in wave numbers
ALPHA = k2
144







AP = A2 1
BB = B B
v 21










2 (I6,2E12.8) ND, ZT, XNT
3 (6E12.8) TCUT
4,4a, etc. (5E15.8) R1.
5,5a, etc. " RK.
6
,
6a, etc. " BJ (only on iteration)
7 (6E12.8) DY, BIJK, BIKJ, ENU
8 " TE, XNE, ALPHA, BETA, ABAR, OMEGA
9 " OBAR, DBAR, AP, BB, RS, OB
10 " . XE1, XE2, XEK, OM12, BB12
11 " YA, YB
Three Level Atom (both n2/n1 and n3/nl solutions)
BK.. = Einstein absorption coefficient
OM.. = i..1. 1,i
Three Level Atom (Continued)











1 (216) IR, IEPS









7 (6E12.8) XM, TCUT, VEL
8 " TE, XNE, XNU(I,J), GI, G2, G3
9 " BK12, BK21, BK13, BK31, BK23, BK32
10 " OM12, OM21, OM13, OM31, 0M23, OM32
11 " BBl2, BB21, BBl3, BB31, BB23, BB32
12 " AP21, AP31, AP32, ABIK, AB2K, AB3K
13 " AL1, AL2, AL3, BE1, BE2, BE3
14 " OBIK, OB2K, OB3K, DBl, DB2, DB3
15 " XEPS, ETA, IOTA, XEPS, ETA, IOTA
16 " YA, YB
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OMEGA ijk, electron collisional excitation coefficient
AP A.ik, Einstein spontaneous transition probability
BB BB. , Einstein absorption transition probability x Planck function
AR jk' electron collisional ionization coefficient
DBAR ,ijk, electron collisional recombination coefficient
ABAR .. ijk radiative ionization rate
PD optical depth
HH or H physical thickness of layer (calculated in AMAT)
13
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DEFINITIONS OF OTHER CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES
PI = x = 3.14-159265
C = 2.997925 x 1010 cm/sec
H = 6.6256 x 10-27 erg s, Planck constant
HK = 1.38054 x 10- 1 6 erg/K, Boltzmann constant
C = 1.8 x 10-18, 7.6 x 0-18
p
TSP = 1.1283792 = 2/t
Z = geometric depth
DZ = increment in Z
T = table of optical depths at line center
NT = number of T
TK = optical depth dependent upon frequency
NTK = number of TK
X = (V - )/( D)
DX = increment in X
NX = number of X
FX = f (X)j




DY = increment in Y
NY = number of Y
FY = f'(y)j
FIY = inverse of f'(y)j
GY = g j





WL W.. at line center
'J(A-1)WLM = W. at line centerij
WKL = (A) at frequency v
iJk(A )-1 kWKLM = Wijk  at frequency vW.. k
El =
E2 = exponential integrals of orders 1, 2, 3 and 4
E3 =
E4 =
P.. = refer to capital P..
1J 1j








M12, etc. in deriving X and Y in multi-level case
* i. .L. CC: 2 : 7 PAG
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7.1. CJ R -:;crcai,, rant; Sverle; Suotioon of ;multoneoui Equlti.on
7. '
L routisi: solves sifultaneous equations, co'rputes a determinant, or
.. ... a matrix or any com!rbinatiorn of the three above by using a Gauss-
jrda olimination technique with column pivoting.





A is the matrix whose inverse or floating-point array;
determinant is to be determined. input and output
.f sioultaneous equations are to
be solved the last MC - N columns
of the matrix are the constant vec-
tors of the equations to be solved.
On output if the inverse is computed
it is stored in the first N columns
of A. If simultaneous equations are
solved, the last MC - N columns
contain the solution vectors.
NC is the maximum number of columns of FORTRAN integer;
the array A. input
NR is the maximum humber of rows of FORTRAN integer;
the array A. input
N is the number of rows of the array FORTRAN integer;
A. input
MC is the nlnmber of columns of the FORTRAN integer;
array A. This entry is a dummy input
argument, if simultaneous equations
aze not solved.
k is a statement number in the calling input
program to which control is returned
if an overflow is detectad. It must be
preceded by $ in the calling sequence.
JC is a one-dimen.i;onal pcrmutatien arav FORTRAN integer array;
of N clements used for p rmuting the input and output
rows and columin of A if r. inverse
is comouted. If ;i: in..rse is not
computed this arqguent , i;t Lav'2 at
Ic, s one cll for the :rror return
idnti f' r. icat.io . On out I;t, ithe first
elocrrpnt . o the array ir. N if control is
-rtu rn! inormal ly. If an overflow is
LUP-75-2 UNIVAC 1108 J"MAT- - VIAC
~ECl7"" 7 PAFI 21
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detected, the first element is
the negative of the last correctly
completed row of the reduction.
If matrix singularity is detected,
the entry contains the value of
the last row before the singularity
was detected.
V is a one-dimensional array. If the floating-point array;
determinant is not computed it has input and output
one entry,otherwise it has two. On
input V(1) is the option indicator,
its values are set as follows:
V(1)
Operation 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.
Compute Determinant no yes yes no no yes yes
Invert Matrix yes no yes no yes no yes
Solve Equations no no no yes yes yes yes
On normal return from the program
V(1) contains the value of the
natural logarithm of the absolute
value of the determinant and V(2)
contains the sign of the deter-
minant. If an error return is
made, and the determinant was to
be computed,then V(1) is set to
0 and,if an overflow return was
made, V(2) contains the sign of
the last correct partially-computed




(1) If the matrix is singular or ill-conditioned, roundoff error may
cause large discrepancies in the results.
(2) In the case of a singular matrix, return may not be made through
the singularity exit because of roundoff error.
(3) See paragraph 7.1.2.3. for notes on usa e of the row-dimension in
arguments N and NR.




(1) If a singularity is detected, the first element of the array JC is
set to the row nu;nber before the singularity was detected and, if the
detc~ninant was to be computed the value of V(1) is set to 0.0. Control
is then returned to the calling program at the statement number speci-
fled.
(2) If an overflow is detected, JC(1) is set to the negative of the last
correctly completed row of the reduction. V(2) is set to the sign of
the partial value of the determinant that was computed until this




For any matrix A, if a matrix B exists such that BA = AB = I and I is
the unit matrix, then B = A 1.
If AX = C, where A is n by n, X is n by p, and C is n by p, then the
solution to these sets of simultaneous equations is
X= A1 C
The determinant of A is defined by the following equation
JAI = ( 1)fl1P...gin) H aij
i=1 i
where
a.. is the (i,j)th element of the matrix A.
f(j,.... jn) is the number of transpositions required to transform
(1,...,n) to (j1...,jn); the summation is over all permutations
(j1."''jn) of the integers (1,...,n).
The solution to all of these problems is found by using a Gauss-Jordan
elimination scheme with row scaling and maximal pivoting by columns.
Faddeev, D.K., and Faddeeva, V.N., Computational Methods of Linear
Algebra, W.H. Freeman and Co., (1963).
Ralston and Wilf,Numerical Methods for Digital Computers Wiley (1960).
7.7.3.2. Programming Method
(1) For each column below the diagonal, the program searches for a pivotal
element by finding the element of maximum absolute value in the remain-
ing rows of the column.
(2) This row is interchanged with the row of the diagonal.
IV I CI F. I I' ., 1" .1 L"
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(3) Each of the elements of the pivotal row is divided by the pivot except
the pivot which is replaced by its reciprocal.
(4) All the other rows of the array are changed by the formula
aij = aij 
- aik kj
where akk is the pivotal element. If i = k, aij is replaced by 0.
(5) When this process has been completed for each diagonal of the array,
the columns of the matrix are repermuted to give the inverse in the
first N columns of the array A.
(6) If the determinant is to be found,each permutation of rows and columns
changes the value of its sign. The natural logarithm of the absolute
value of the diagonal element is summed after step 2.
(7) Only the computations necessary for the options specified are carried
out.
7.7.3.3. Storage
GJR: 470 positions,not including the Library Subroutines OVERFLI
ALOG and NERR$2.
7.7.3.4. Nomenclature
IFL is the overflow test indicator.
IW is the FORTRAN integer value of the option indicator.
KD is the option key for determinant evaluation.
KI is the option key for matrix inversion.
L is the Folumn control for solution of simultaneous equations.
M is the column control for matrix inversion.
MU is a dummy variable.
S is the sign control for determinant evaluation.
X is a dummy variable,
All other variable names used in GJR are either loop indices or are
defined in paragraph 7.7.2.1.
7.7.4. Test Design
7.7.4.1. Introduction
The test program reads a matrix and seven options into main storage
and successively references GJR for each of the options, thus testing
the program's functioning.
1?C (IOt / PAGE,
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7.7.4.2. Comn
The tecL program computes
A-1A = Rc I
after the inverce is found by GIR. This check shows that computational
accuracy is better than 4 x 10- for all elements of the inverse matrix.
Hiowever, this accuracy depends on the well-conditioning of the matrix
to be inverted.
7.7.4.3. Test Input
The matrix used as a test matrix was symmetric positive definite of
order 4 scaled so that each diagonal element is. one. See Fadeeva
Chapter 2.
Card 1: Title Card. FORMAT (12A6)
Col. 1-72 An alphanumeric heading to be
printed by the test program.
Card 2: Parameter Card. FORMAT (312,715)
Col. 1-2 N, the number of rows of matrix A.
Col. 3-4 NC, the number of columns of matrix
A.
Col. 5-6 NOP, the number of options to be
specified in successive calls to
GJR. NOP < 7.
Col. 7-11 IOP(1), first option indicator.
Col. 12-16 IOP(2) second option indicator.
Col. 71-80 IOP(NOP),last option indicator.
Each element of the IOP array appears as V(1) in a separate call to GJR.
Card 3ff: Matrix Cards. FORMAT (8E10.3)
Col. 1-10
Elements of A. The NC
Col. 11-20 columns of row 1 are input
first, followed by rows 2
* through N.
Col. 71-80
The input data is listed below.
TEST NATRIX 1. (REF. FADDLEVA - COMP.MTHS.OF LINEAR ALGEBRA CHAP.2)
040807 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. .42 .54 .66 .25 .3 .15 .2
.42 1. .32 .44 .45 .5 .3 ,
.54 .32 1. .22 .65 .7 .45 .6
.66 .44 .22 1. .85 .9 .6 .t
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For inputs, definitions, arnd subroutines see Appendix B.,
1* c MOIND - PREk CASE
2* ~ TWO LEVFLS AND LONTINUUM
3* nnU81.E PRECISION FYtFTYy
4* DOL'J-LE PRECISION T9EIE2#F3#E4
9* DnUBLE PRECISION F#FT9XKEF9X
6* nOUBLE PRECISION FJmov
7* flOURLF PRECISION ZvZT9flZ9STsZKLv)xN1
10* IXLCI193t)
11* DTMENJSIOK RP(31)eEM(31,31),F (31) ,JC(31).V(2)
12* rDIMENSTON FF(31v31)vv(31)
13* )INENSION WKLM(3193j)9TK(3t93l)qSW(3,,31)
1 4* OTMENSTON y(31)jFY(3 1 ,31).rIY(31,31) .GY(31),Ay(31)
16* D TM EN S 1 i )A(?
18* 0MENSION WP(31 ,3i) WKI..(31,31) ,RA(3t)19* 11 FnRMATC69,r89.aE1?..A)
20* 16 FORMAT(6E712.8)
21 FORMATUl,,2E12.8)
?6 FORM'AT( IHO,1 4,?X, 1P9FQ.7/(7X,9E20,7))
?3* 3t FOr.RMATC13HO1NlIT PRfliCT)
24* CALL DATF(990A)
?5* Dn 36 I:ILmAX
;>6* n 36 JzILM.AX
27* wPCIqj) 0,0




3t*MA N : 3j
34* H
36* PT 3,141s926






41* NZP NiZ +I
49*PEA!D (5,A66)(RK(I),I:1,NZ)
46* IF (IRGT*1) READ C5,4t,6)CBJ(1),11,I4Z)
07*RFAD(5,lb) DYR~tJIK8IKJqENJ
48* RFAD .(c9 ToNtLpH9 Tg~AtOF~t)A~RA*PR#S0
49* READ (5,I6)XEl#XE2XFKOM296~412
so* ~ CON a .O*P1)*((ENU**3)*CP)*C
tis THN 2 H*E~t)*C
THD 2 H1K*TE
cul* TH = THN/THD
5/1* ClK zXNF*OB
59* P2K2 ABAR +. XNE*OBAR
c~h*PK2 ALPHA +. BETA + YNE*D!AAP
C;7* PK2 Z XNF*PK2
59* Go TO (4j'9j0e1R
99g* 41 DO 46 jxl9NZ
60*Pt2(I) x HS2 XNE*OM 12
61* Ppl(I) x 8B. AP +. XNF*OME(A
46 CONTINUE
63* GO TO 61
6451 St D 96 T3IONZ
65* P120J) x BIKJ*BJ(I) + XNF*0N12
66* P21(1) 9 HIJK*BJ(I) + AP + XNE*OMEGA
67* 56 CPONT INU
68* 61 On 66 lml#NZ
69* PN = P?1(I) +. P2K
70* Poa PIP(I)*PPK)/PN
71* PA a (P21(T)*PK2*(XEK/XEI))/PN
72* !FB(I) = (Cl.K + PO)/RS
73* EA(I) t (CIK + PA)/RS
74* 66 CONTINI F
79* Do 71 119Z
7'6* XN(I) 2 XNT/(1,0 + RIM + RK(J))
78* XNK(I) x RK(I)*XNI(i)
79* ZKL(I) = CP*XNI(I)
80* 71 COiNTINU-E
81* ZTL u .0000*ZT
P12* Zt, ALoGIO0(ZTL)
A3 KI L Z L




7* Z(3) = 2.0*Z(2)
Z(4) =50Z2
90* Nr)HP = NDH + I
91*IF CNL'*EO~t) Go TO 81
r)ro 76 T259NDH
q3* ZCI) 2 0:ZT3
q4* 76 CONTINUE
09* St DO 86 JZNDPINZ
96* Jj =N Z-j + I




101* onr 91 I:2vNZ
10)2* D7 Z(fl - Z(1..1)
1o3* T(1) =ST + QoS*VZ*(7KL(!.1) + ZKL(I))
104* ST = T(I)
I nc;*91, CnNTINuiE
106* WRIT (6q96)(TCJ)oJ: ,NZ)
107* 96 FORMAT(4HOTAU/(1P030.1S))
lop* WRITE (69101)
109* 101 FORMAT(i1HIUUNfl - FR~F CASE91OX924HTINQ LEVFLS AND CONTINUUM)
110* .wpITF (6q106)flAqNDvZT9XNT
Ill* 106 FnRMAT(IIHOINPUIT DATAqIOOXqA6,A3//2OH NUMBER OF DECADFS :I3/IBH GE
112* IOMETRIr DEPTH1 1PES*1/18H TOTAL PARTICLES := .,1j)
113* WPITE(691ll) CPtDY
114* 111 FORMAT(SH CP =IPE1194/5H DY ME8,1)
115* WRITE (691I16)8TjKV8IKJENU
116* 116 FORMAT(7H 9IJK UI1IIA7H SIKJ =EI,4,6H NUK =F12.S)
117* WRITE (69121)TcUiT
118* 121 FnRMAT(7H TCUT :F6.j)
120* 11,NZ)
l* 126 FORMAT(1H0,$XIHZ,13X,5HN2/N1IfOX,5HNK/N1, 1IX,2N1I,13X,?HN?, 13X,?H
I??-* INK, 12X,5HKAPPA, 11X,3HTAU//(1P8E1504))
1?3* wPITF (6. 136)T~,XNEOm12,OMEGA.O8.OHARDARRSABARRRI2,3,APAl-P
ILI* IHAEFTA
l2~* PITE. (6131)TH
1?)6* 131 FORMAT(gH THETA ZIPE19Si)
127* WRITEU6o13?) CON
1;))3* 132 FORMATr11I4oCONSTANT =IPE1604)
1?9)* WRITE (6q141)XE19XF2,XFK
110* 136 FORMATC9H1TF IjpE??o.I5H-NE =E2 2,I4/13H OMEc;A( 1 92) :E14.4/11H OmEGA
131* 1(.1 El4.4/13H O13AR(19K) mE14.4J/13tM O.8AR(?,K) zE1LI.4/j1H 0-06A
132* ?R(K92) = 13o4/13H AwRFAR(IK) =EI4.L$,5H (Tk)/13H A-AR(2#K) ME14.tJ/
134* 44/13H ALPHACPK,?) ZEja.4/l?H BETAQ' ?) =E1504)
135* 141 FfRMAT(6HONI* =tPE21.7/6H N2* vE2I.j7/6H NK* 2E21#7)
I 37* 1146 FnPMAT(1H0,12X,1HiZ,19)Y,1HJ.18X,2EA1X2HB//(1P4F20.7))
NT :N7
NTM Y XT w I
RFAD C5l,1.)YAqVR
Jill* Fy=1.0/3.0
1 41?*YHAX = TCNT)**EV
1143* JV (Ym'AX - 0/D
1141* N v =JY + 2
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1/0S* Y(1) 9 110
146* Do 166 J=29NY
1aj7* yj a j .
10j8* V(J) =Y(l) + YJ*IDY
149* 166 CONTINJE
150* Do 171 IuttNY
151* DO 171 J:1,NY152* F~yCIj) 0.0
193* FTV(I#J) =0.0
1904* 171 CnNTINL
155* Dfl 176 IulvNY
156* FY(I,1) a 1,o
157* FIV(I,1) z Ioo
198* 176 CONTINOE
159* 00 181 J=2tNY
160* Jm z3
161* on 181 XIjjm
162* YY L,(YU) -100)/cy~j) t.10)163* FY(Ij) a (1.0 Y)*io YVy16*FTY(Ij) 2 : lj
165* 181 CONTINUE
166* IF 2 NQSr1NI(FIyqXfN~vLMAX)
167* IF (IEEG90) GO 70 4P6168* GYMI C Y(NY) la
169* D0 186 Jz2tNY170* GY(J) z 0.5*(y(J) t)*1o-Yo/.3,
171* 186 cnNJTIN.JUE
17?.* DO 191 X:1.NY
171* Ay(K() x 0.0
174* rn 191 Jx1,NY
179* AY(90 AY(K) + * j*pyjK176* 19t CoNTIN(UE
177* WRITE (6.196) (Y(I)@(GY(I),AY(I),I:1,NY)178* 196 F7)RMAT (jIO, lX, pjyq, 19X92HGP,18X,2HAy/( 1P3E2O.8))179* P 0.0
180O* DO 201 I1,NY
1.81*EX x YUI)*TH
182* RP(I) a AY(I)*EXP(.Ey)/y(I)
183* R z R + RPMI
184* 201 CONTINUE
185* WRITE (69206)CRP(J),J31,NY)vR
186* 206 FnPMAT(3mRpp//C1PE20.7 ))187* WRITE (6,211)
188s* 211 FOPMAT(6H0FP(Y))
189* Do 216 IulNY
190* WRITE (6,26) I,(FY(Ij) 9Ju1 ,Ny)191* 216 CONTINUE
192* WRITE (6,221)
193* 221 FORMAT(IIHOFP INVERSE)
194* Do 226 IvINY
195* WRITE (6v26)1, (FlY(IJ) ,j:1,NY)196* 226 CONTINUE
197* DO 231 1a1,NY
198*Or, 231 JM1,wY
199* EFCIoJ) a 0,0
200* DO 231 K=1,NY
201*FU.J) = EF(Ij) + FY(I.K)*FIY(Kj)20?* 231 CflNTIN~jE
:159
on 236 T:1,NY
2 6* 236 Crn-T I'JUF
NTKM NK
Or, 241 m:19m"y
21 n* Y3 =Y**l
1* t fn 2411 L.:1,NrK
TV(Lm) = T(L)/y 3
241 CnN'TINIJF
214* on 246 Iz1,NZ
2 1* IS I
?i6* IF (T(I-0.5) 246#246925 1
_17 246 CONTINUIE
219* Ism= IS
219* Go TO 256
251 CON~TINI-IE
221* ISM IS 1
2? 296 CONTINAJ
KN
??4* c OUTFR Loop ON FREQUENCY IO4 EX K
229* DO 416 K=IVNY
22)6* KI< = K






213* 271 FnRMAT(t4HIY =F692)
?-3-4* A~RITE (6,276) (TK(I#K)qIzlNTK)
23;5* 276 FrPm-ATC IHO, 1 XV?HTK/,( lPE20*7))
236* CALL. WmAT(NZTCUT)





243* On 40t IziNZ
P44* on 401 Jz1,Ne
?415* Sw(I#J) =SA(I#J) + WKL~m(I,,J)*Rp(K)
2a6* WP(Jj) =WP(I@J) + rON*RP(K)*WKL(I#J)
2)47* 401 CONTINUE
WRITE, (6,406)
249* a106 FORMATCI7HOWIJK(LAMBnA - 1))
290* DO 411 IzltNTK
PSI* WRITE (6,26) I,(WKLm(TJ) ,3:1,NTK)
292* 411 CrNTINI;E
?C;I* 416 CONTINUJE
e-%= 4 *WRITE (6,421)
jt5* 421 FORMAT(7H0S(I#J))
Psh* 00 426 IxINTK





W61* 00 926) I It(WK g~~tNK
263* 428 CnNTINuE
264* NTKP Z NT 1
P65* Do0 4*36 I:1.,NTK
?66* onf 43t Jm1,NTK
?68*IF(!.oL0J) EM(I#J) x EM(!*J) 4'1,0
269* 431 CMNTINuE




74* Dof £446 IxlNT'
275* WRITE.(6.26) I, EM(IiJ) .:1NTKP)
?7#i* 4146 CONTINUE
277* N *NTI(
27 9* MC *NTKP
?79* V(1) a 4
280* CALL GJR(EMtNCNRNMCS£176,JCV)
281* WRITE (b9451) EM(INTKP)#I=1tNTK)
28'2* 451 PFnRMAT(4HO1/E8//(lPE20,7)
291*0 £O456 Is1,NTK
2A7* RIMI a (P12(I) + RK(I)*PK2)/PN
2A8* 456 CONTINUE
P89* on £157 1 x 1,NTK
290* RAMI 4 090
291* nn £157 J a lqNTK
?92* RAMI x RA(I) +' WP(Iqj)/8(j)
293* 4*57 CONTINIJE




?9 Q* PUNCH £66,(RA(J)vJx1,NTK)
300* 466 FMRMAT(5F15s8)
301* 471 CALL EXIT
302* 476, WRITF (61481)
303* 481 FORMAT(21HOERROR IN' EQ SOLVING)
304* Go To 471
305* 486 WRITE (6,491)IENY
306* 491 FORMAT(ISHOERROR IN FP(Y)/5H IF' ZI3 9 5X94HNY X13)
307* 4RITE (6,211)
30* Do 496 11NT
309*WRITE (6926)It(FY(I~j),jjm1,NT)
310(* 496 CONTINUE
311* GO TO £171
312* END
tAGNOSTICS
ION TIMF X 5.63 CPU SECONDS
1* SijbfROIT I IE tWMAT(NZ9TCl-JT)
?* C CALCULATES W4(LAMBDA) AND W(LAMBDA 1) AT LTNE CENTFR
3* DOUB~LE PRECISION TvEloE21E3tE4,A9AO2A39ASA5vFS!,pt#R?,p3
4* DOiJRLE PRECISION FFyXK
5* COMMON/BL.KI/T(31) .EI (31t E?C31,,FS(3I) ,E4(31)
6* COMMON/BLIQ/F(31,31).FI(3t,31) ,WL(31.31),WLM(31,31) ,)K(31 .31).'
7* 1 XL( 3 1 #31)
8* 1o FnRMAT( 1H0,I4,2X,1P5E?0.7/(7X5F?0.l))
9* NT x N7





Is* INM a NZ t
jh* 00 25 TZIYNM
17I* 1
JA* Do 20 jjP9NHl
19* Al 2 OABS(T(J-1)-TfI))
?0* IF, (AI.G1.TCUT) LGO Tn 2.5
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2t* A2 a DABS(T(J) - T(I))
P2* Al a OABS(T(J.,) m T(I))
P3* A4 a T(J) - T(J-1)
p4* AS a T(4+1) - (J)
25* 81 2 (TCI)*(ES'3(Aj#2) 
- ESR(A292)) + DEXP(-Al) m DFX(-A?)?6* t + ES8(A293) m ES13(A193))/A427* 8~2 a (T(4w1l)/Asi)*(ESP(AI92, F38(A2.p2)) 
-((+)A)(SRA9?
I- ESBCA3,2))p9* 83 (T(I)*(ESA(A2,2, ESS(A3,2)) +. DEXP(g.A2) 
-0EXP(,.A3)30* 1 + FSB(A393) - S(?3)A




35* 0n 35 J829NM
36*1P 4pai+ 1
37* 0n 30 IxUPqNZ
38* A3 a DABS(T(I) - T(4+j))39* IF (A3,GT*TCUT) GO Tn 35
40*At 2 DAS(TI) - T(J.1))
41* A2 a DABS(T(l) - T(J)
42* A4 a T(J) w T(4.1)
43* AS a 7(4+1) - T(J)1*4* St a (At/A4)*(ESB(A2,?, 
- E88AI,2)) + ((T(44.j) T )/S*45£ ESB(A3,?) 0ESS(A2,2))46* 82 a COEXP("A3) 0DEWP(-A2) * FSB(A?.) SAs3)%117* R3 m (DEXPC-A2) 




52* Do 40 12NM
53* Al 3 T(I) - T(14-1)
54* A? x T(1+1) a T(I)
g55* 91 a 2,0 -ESOCA1,2) 
- ESS(A292)
56* 82 a (0.5 w DEXP(-*A1) + ESB(Alv3))/A£
,%?* 983 8 (095 w DEXP(wA?) + * (23)A
58* *L(ToI) a 095*c9l w n2 . 93)
S9* WLM(Ivl) aWLUI1) 0"1.0
60* 40 CONTINUE
,St* Do 45 IllNm
42* At 0 DABS(T(Nm)T(I,,
63* IF (AIGTTCUT) GO To 4*5
64* A? x DABS(T(NZ) 0 T(T))
65* A3 3 T(NZ) -T(NM)
66* 81 8 (TCI)*(EsB(Aj,2, sw ESS(A292)) + DEXp(-Al.- DFXP(-AP)67* t + E.$8(A293) m FSHCA ,3))/A368* '32 x (T(NM)/A3)*(E38(Alv?) w ESB(A2,?))
69* WL(INZ) a St1 132
70* WLM(jqNZ) UWL(1 9NZ)71* 45 CONTINUE
72* A3 a T(2) TM(j
73* 00 50 Ia?,NZ
7/4* A? 9 DABS(T(2) w T(I))
75* IF (A2*GT#TCUT) GO To 50
76* Al x DABS(T(1) T()77* 81 z ((T(2) -T(l))/A3)*(ESB(A292) 
- ESB(Aj,2))78* 8? (")FXP(-A2) "DEYPC-A1) + ESf3(AI,3) 
- E$P(A2v3))/A3
At,* 50 CONTTIIE
A;?* TF (A3,GT.TCUT) GO TO 155
t(,)=0,5*(1#Q -9 ESS(A3@2) (0.5 - EXP(..A3) + E:SF3(A-3t3))/A3)
A4* GO TO b0
A 5 Ss wjl_,,n o*5 . (Oq.?5/A3)
R6* 60 w I+M(1,1)1 WL (1,l1) - 1.0
87* Al x TCNZ) - TCNM)
IF (AI.GToTCUT) GO TO 65
wL(NZ*NZ) = OS*(lIo - ES13(Alt2) *(0.5 - i)EP(-Al) +' FSFA(AI3))
90* i/I
91* GO TO 70
9?* 6.5 lqL(NZqNZ)' z 0.5 -(0.2*r/Al)
ql* 70 wLM(NZtN7) =wL.(NZ9N%7) - i.0
v-PITE (6975)
Q5* 75 FnR1MAT(IoNowCLAM8OA),
96* on 80 TIvbNT
qA* 80 CONTINUE
qq* wRITF (6q85)
100* 85 FORMAT(1Z4OW(LAmB3DA - 0)
I01 m O 90 TclqN7





'ON TIME R,260 CPU SECONDS
164Ii
1* SUBROUJTINJE GJR(A9NCWR9NMC,$,JC, V)
2* nOUBLE PRECISION AoXV
3* OTMENSyON A(NRoNC)ojc(1)tv(2)
9* JC IS THE PFRMUITATION VECTOR
h* r Kr, IS THE OPTION KEY FOR DETERmINANT EVALIiATTON
7* C KT IS THE OPTION KEY FOR MATRIX INVEPSTON
8* C L, 1S THE COtl.UMN CONTRnL F~OR AX8B








?tj* c a n m m m a m m a a m m am m m m ma a m a m m a a m m
0-* c INITIALIZE JC FOR INVERSION
2 3* C aMMWWM Wam IN a a fafm=Omam a mwamm a WWWqwWmmmWWOWaaam am" a
?4* 10 Do 15 181IN
?9* Is JC(7)8!
Oel 0± 05 0 0301A1) AI
MO)P NI I AD 3nl1VA 3ALIV09N~ Ndn±o8 .*W L
NO Al 'H31IMiS MOIA81AO !S~± *LLX
*S4.
(((I'I)V)SGeQ)olO + (2)A a(2)A
9mug ('Oi1'(IAI: S9
aasamsm a amasasapsabammmmmammassa a *99
INVNlMI3U .3H± 31nldwo; .3 *S9
0)4'(OL'9) 0± 0g 9 09
9 Ndri±38 2
*b
av1A0)NLG SI XIH4IVW j *w
oq 01 00) (0(I'))SO SS *95
A1iiydlnJ'~tS mo.4 ±gs± 2 *17S
X2(c'OAv os 2
*IS
wwftmmam saaama am-amasamindomMae ft do smsammsaam, .m ft *W 17
X~ M06 GNV I MUN 35NVH3811NI 23 *4.17
l' OO2(. )3' *177
(i )orzi,4u v*17
I X 6(4;t7 00)i 0109
(I)Ae:(jWA *117
SZS *017
SS 0± 09 (I40V)) 41*6 90INIINO23 Si d
N'1V~i SE 'Jo *?7i
0IMzx *ii
SS 01 09 (r60u4I) Al oi e
NM(S60 5l1 'O *Qi
M0b 10Ald dOA H36VAS 2 4
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A4* C REDUCTION OF ALL REMAINING ROWS
F 5* C m** *** *** ** n* m** W ** *m*n** *** *.- --- -- *
86 00O 85 KlU1N
87* IF (k.E0,I) GO TO 85
88* XA(Ktl)
89* A(Kl)O,
qn* on 80 J2ML
q91$ (KJ)aA(KJ)-X*A(j1J)
92q* C *I*m*mmmm immm*Imm mmmnmi*m*mmmmm*mimimm*mmmm*m*m
93* r TEST OVERFLOW SWITCH. IF ON
94* C RETURN NEGATIVE VALUE OF I IN JC(t)
95* C -- omonmm*mmmiommomimm**imm*mmminmiwmwm*m*mommom.min
96* CALL OVERFL (IFL)
97* IF (IFL.FQ.) GO TO 120
98* 80 CONTINUE
99g 85 CONTINUE
100* C -----.----....-.-.--- **--*-.------ ... ........ * * ** *
101* C AX=B AND DET*(A) ARE NOW COMPUTED
t b * C "'''' '''' ''''' '''' '''' ''''' '''' '''-i n'ininI n inw min'in
103* GO TO (90,115)tKI
i04* C "** *** ** -**** *** *** **** ** --* -**** - -" ..
105* C PERMUTATION OF THE COLUMNS FOR MATRIX INVERSION
106* C ***m ****-.. * ..... . *. .---- *.------ . mminmwin..*.
107* 90 on 110 J=1,N
108* IF (JC(J).EQJ) GO Tn 110
109* JJTJ+1
0* 00DO 95 TIJJN
111* IF (JC(I).EQ.J) GO Tn 100
11R* 95 CONTINUE
113* 100 JC(I)=JC(J)













TION TIMF 1.96 CPU SECONDS
167
1* 0nUBL PRECISION FUNCTION NOSONI(A,X,LLMAX)
2* DOUBLE PRECISION A,X,F
3*. TIMENSION A(1),X(1)
4* N L 1I
5t MAX = N*LMAY + L
5t MAX = N*LMAX + L
7* On 10 Ilt,L
8* X(I) = 1,0
9* 10 CONN'TINUE
10* KI LMAX
11* On 55 KalfL
12* x Ki + LMAX
13* K? a KI + K
14* IF (A(K2)) 15,80,15
15* 15 DO 30 Txl1L
16* JI = K1 + I
17* IF (A(Ji)) 20,30920
18* 20 F = I.0/A(JI)
19* X(I) x X(I)*F
?0* 0o0 25 Jl-I,MAXtLMAX
st* A(JI) = A(JI)*F
2a* 25 CONTINUE
?34* 30 CONTINUE
?as A(K2) a X(K)
29* x(K) = 1,0
?6* 00 50 I31,L
?7* KI = K - I
2 8 IF (KI) 35950,35
29* 35 J1 a K1 + I
30* IF (ACJI)) 40,50,40
31* 40 A(JI) = 00o
. D0 45 J2=I,MAXLMAX
33* J. = J2 + KI





38* On 70 IlIN
39* IF (X(I)) 60980,60
405 60 F = 1.O/X(I)
III* O 65 JI=IMAXLMAX
047 A(JI) = A(Ji)*F
43* 65 CONTINUE
L44 70 CONTINUE
45* NOSONI a i
46* 75 RETURN
47* 80 NOSONI a 0
48* Go TO 75
49* END
ArNOSTICS
TON TIMF x ,98 CPU SECONDS
169
1* DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ESB(X,N)
2* C CALCULATES E2 E39 F4, FROM E1
* DOnUBLE PRECISION X
4, DOUBLE PRECISION EXIN
5* IF (X.LEO.O) GO TO 35
6* E x EXIN(X)
7* Gn TO (25t10910,10), N
8* 10 EX = DEXP(-X)
9* E = EX " X*E
10* GO TO (25t5,15,15),N
11* 15 F 0.5*(EX - X*E)
I* Gn TO (252525,20)vM
JT* 20 E = (EX - X*E)/3*0
14 25 ESB = F
15* 30 RETURN
16* 35 GO TO (40.45950555),N
17* 40 ESB z 0.0
18* GO TO 30
1 9* 45 ESB = 1,0
p?0 GO TO 30
21* 50 EsB = 0*5
22* Go TO 30
23* 55 ESB t1o0/3.0
241 Go TO 30
25* END
IA NOSTTCS
TIN TIMF = .46 CPU SECONDS
170
D)OURLE PRECISION FUNCTION EXINCY)
r CALCULATES El
3* DOUBLE PRECISION Y
4* nOURLE PRECISION X9Aq8vCqEq68qCC
5* DTMENSION A(6)9,B(4)#C(4)







1 3* IF CX-Pl,*) 10,15,15




Is* 15 BB a B.(4) +q X*(5C3) +~ X*(8C2) + X*(B(I) + X)
19* cc a C(4) + X*(C(3) + X*(C(2) +. X*(C(I) + X)))
?0* E a C88a/CC)*DEXP(oX)/x









t* DOUBLE PRECISION FUNcTION ESBCX,N)
2* C CALCULATES E29 ES E49 FROM El
39 DOUBLE PRECISION X
4* DOUBLE PRECISION EXIN
9* I (X9LE0 10 0rot 3t
69 E P EXINCX)
7* S0 TO (ZSIOt#19o10),N
8* to Ex 0 DEXP(-X)
991Es EX . X*
1M GO TO 9v,2S15 1s)fN
1t: i15 e P .05* X-1'jl* i)I11* 00 TO ( 2 5,2S25tZ0)9N
152 O E (EX * X*E)/3*0
14* 20 Ebb w *
19# 30 RETURN
.4. 35 70 (O 40945 SSN',
1T 40 Ess P 0,0
S *SQ o0 30
19* 45 18B ., ..0
tro 60 TO 30
2*e s0 oB a 0.
gas Go TO 30
23* 55 taB I 1.0/3.0
?4* Go TO 30
29* END
DIAGNOSTICS
ToN TIME * .4 1 CP UE
1 " DOUBLE PRC ON FUNCTION EXINCY)
e* C CALCULATES El
3* DOUBLE PREC I ON Y
45 DOUBLE PREC ISON X,A*BCEoB98CC
se DIMENSION AC6),BC4),CL4)
69 DATA A/.s.772156D*01i 99999193D01t,.2*499l055D.Olt5.5199680.02o
7* j.w-*ro0o 31I 97 o-3/
8* .DATA 8/ T57?332O74010Do01i80590169730D+0198,6347608925D+00,
9* 12i6777373430D01/
jo* DATA C/9 St33223454D,0092O56329561486D+0192,to9965308270+01t
tgs 6 Xa Y
14 to E * A(t) + X(A(C2) + X*(AC3) 4 X*(A(4) * X*(M(5) + X*AC6)))))
gs* E ! E P DLOGCX)
16* EXIN v E
T7* RETURN
IS* 15 8 B(4) * X*(B(3) + X*(BZ2) + Xe(B(t) + X)))
198CC * 4) + X*(C2) + X(C(1 + x)))




TON TIME a .44 CPU SECONDS
